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We a systenlatlC eV€llO!)mlent and a,IJIJUt,a,LJlUH of U€iOIIletn .n.11;':; UJ. a, an ex-
tended vector calculus. 
The entire 
_ .. _ ..•.•.. __ are 
how rotations and Lorentz boosts can be fomulated in the 
contains which 
COlnplex unit j. 
we turn our attention to nn'L'QlI'Q 
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is an CAIOCAl:UCU 
A few axioms for an associative 
calculus as a but goes 
structure of a 
0,11',",,1.11"", which includes 
The 
this is the existence of an associative TV ... ,,>,,,,,,,,,. 
a vector are well-defined. alone makes this 
1 
ho'we'ver it falls to to reveal the power Geometric .l">.1!;<::ULo,. 
COlrpC)ratlo,n of the Dirac and Pauli in a natural way has to be mentioned here 
features. This to a of the Dirac and 
else than orthonormal unit vectors in four and 
Ul,1{l"C.;:; the mathematical structure 
a much clearer erOI,rn,ot.1',r!> int." .. Y,r"lr.!>t.'inn - to my 
appe,anng in the Dirac can now be id€!ntiloed 
COlnplex structure of Dirac 
... ~'''' .... '' u; n~presentaLtlOn of the Dirac 
a UIl'VSU;all in each sp,:l,ce-tl:me 
rotation and dilation. It is this new mt;erl0r€!ta:tlOn, 
mechanics. state vectors e.g., 
sided transformation law for The ease with which one derives this results is 
the of the Geometric to 
relations. IIl"uueIIllGtllllCaJ or content becomes clearer and this 
In Section 1 we show how the associative 
are 
of useful mathematical are 
V""'LlUU", etc. A similar treatment can be found in 
for vector spaces of two and three dimensions. In 3 we 
the Minkowski space. 
with 
'l.U<'Ll~"''', which unifies the p and q-
In Section 5 we take a short look at CLCLUVUlo,l","CLl""U. 
reduced to one and how this can be extended to 
straint of invariance under local 
related to the tensor. 
eqllatioIllS are 
the con-
attention to reI)reisenlta1~lOllls and of 
We translate the Dirac ~."._~ .. _ .. into a Geometric '"/=''''''''' form and show 
U"",UH''''''',,,''''' ~''<~_'U'~'" arises as the non-relativistic limit. 
field we show how the variational and Noether's 
energy-mc)mentum and ang;ulax-lllolllenl;um 
For the Dirac case, ('n"iner"i," currents are calculated and the Dirac current is shown to be 
conserved. Most of the results here were derived before in 
the exception of null vectors, which do not have an inverse. 
2 An excellent, presentation of the relation between the complex unit and Geometric is given in 











re{:lref,enILat:lon of the wave-function and 
I-'U'J""~"VU to curved manifolds shows how 
the which occur Uv!'''UU 
identities are 
In ~e(~ticm 
group around A. LlnO'::"L"] 
derivative which are invariant under 
An curvature tensor is defined. assume a certain 
field equoatlons one of which becomes ~ ... _~!"'~v of the Einstein field 
into SPln-Eme:r~y 
l'In'"\"l'ln,.il'lt" citations 
determinants of nO]ll-COmlmlltlIlg 
"'i,C<"""LVL,'" in the 
eXJ;>ressed with the 
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On academic I want to thank my ,m"","";,,,,,,, 
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his 
but also for his choice of which UUUll:::U1<~""'l'y my interest and gave me 
motivation to is now in your hands. 
-r---'-- thanks go to my friends: Nethathe 
all the 
at of Town. 
I want to use this nnl"n~'Tl who made this time to what it was 












1.1.1 The (jE~OIlrlet,ric Product 
The Idea The common vector calculus is not very As the most 
ex,am.nJe we look at the three-dimensional case, where we have two vector !.'''JUi''''' 
• The inner ",,""OJ"",>"V 0 . 6, which via 
0·6=0<901.6 
• The outer or cross n1',I"\("I1I('1: 0 X 6. 
Both are not for the fOllOlVInl1! reasons: 
• . c does not make sense at since 0 . 6 is a 
• The cross ,",,,,,UIA'-" deltinEld in three dimensions. 
LHLIJ<.U.UGl to them. 




appears to be a natural to look for a more lUI[lU,iUl:'''lllLdi a which is associative. 
To do and vectors are elements of certain in 
can be a mixture of different VD'.nfo"S 
The vector I.-4]'I.-U1U;:' 
vectors. To avoid confusion we will denote " .... <~lGJL" 
be able to handle and 
iX, and vectors 
we 
small Latin a, 




+c) = ab+ac, 
vectors a, c, 
• that the square of a vector is a , that is 
aa scalar 
• we should not be able to construct more 
The Geometric Thus the linear space of of vectors is a 
inde-
We call the associated 
of vectors Y 
over the real numbers l8c:ali:1£8J for any gel)metric ,""evu, .. " 
= = X , = aX+iXY} 
the Geometric AJIIl'E~r:n'a 
3We will later use an arrow to indicate a vector of a three-dimensional space 
4Note that this does not fix the signature. Vectors are still allowed to have nm"T.I"p. np.",,,,UvP 
5The usual cross product would not satisfy this axiom, since !l x b would be to a b. Even 
when we are in three dimensions, a x b should be part of the of two vectors and should thus not contain any 
information about a third independent vector. this will lead to a graded structure of the """porR 











1.1.2 Inner and Outer Product of Vectors 
The Inner Product of Vectors The most 
maps two vectors to a with this 
metric. to 
scalar = + = 
and define thus the inner of vectors as 
a·b 
and Al:ltico:mlnultati(Jln Relations The inner 
a on;no1j:!;o:nal 
If a and b are ml7tlH'''_ b Aa a 
a·b=O 
A, we on 
ab = -ba 
other 
ab nAa Aaa ba scalar 
and define thus 
For 
a 
vectors we have 
b {::} ab ba a·b ab . 
abab abba = 
The Outer Product The scalar of vectors 











ab ( aAb 
1.1.3 The Structure 
vectors (7) defines now 
as can be seen 
and 
More than Vectors and Scalars aA b cannot be a 
does not commute: 

















and b. But 
us that this vector is 
1 for vectors. 
we can that 
a vector leads to a if we assume, that a Geometric 
Let's for the minute assume a space with 
o Y vectors a 
Let a and b be ort.no('wna£ ,,,,,rb,\r!'t' assume now, that 
c ab 
is a vector. then 
cc abab -abba 
But we > O. Thus ab can not be a vector. 
5 
aAb 
The nr, .. rI"l't nrlr.nn'nn:rW.L vectors a and b is then since here a . b = 0 
two vectors. A 
bivector anticommutes with vectors in this 
On the other side commutes with vectors If C is on;.nOI'~on.ilJ to a and b 
of three vectors is no we can 
vector or bivector. Let a, A would be a then AC 
must be a but 
AC bivector ::::} abc no scalar. 
Further we can conclude from 
that abc is no since a vector can not be and no 
since bivectors anticommute with vectors in their 
This process can be to any number n of CIJ'J5'''HU vectors. Each time we have to 
.... vUO.A.1 the and we say it is of 
n-Vectors 
and say it is of 
a scalar and 
a r.nvei~Hi;r. etc. 
The Pseudoscalar In a n-dimensional linear vector space we cannot find more than n 
vectors. Thus we cannot construct a m-vector of than n. A 
is of an orthonormal basis 
al·· .an 
the 1.&...,,"'''' .............. of the n-dimensional vector space. Since every vector is a linear -"V"UL<AU",,"'.VU 
the basis each n must be a the ·W"''II.fl.w"""",'r 
is 
as 
a 1\ b would be a vector, then there would not be a algebra of a two-dimensional space. a 1\ b would always 
give a third linearly independent vector. 
7Remember that a 1\ b is the product of two orthogonal vectors, 
8We assumed three vectors. The product abc commutes with all of them. For a bivector there would 











Inl;ertlrlE!ta,tic.n of AUf,U"'" 
pSEmdlOS(~al,'tr of a r-dimensional 
iJ"';UlJlU"'l-d.1GW. can be used to define the 
r-vector = a1 ... a r can seen as 
,. ... ,. Later we will see, how the 
vector space, we can find n orthonormal vectors. Out 
them we can construct etc. Thus the of r 
linl~ar.ly lIlae:penalsnt obJrects. This can be seen as a 
Multivectors 




A multivedor is an l'I.rlr-itrl'l.TV sum of vectors of iJV'~""U':J dittenent 
A scalar + vector + bivector + trivector + ... 
is the most letters 
where a 
We say a multi vector is of r, if it is the sum of 
not contain any other than r. 
The Grade 




one it can 
a linear 
of a 
which the a multivector M with n. We can then write any multivector M as 
M + + + ... 
n=O 
With this definition a multivector of r is defined 
M 
1.1.4 Basis 
The different We will a n-dimensional linear vector space. The linear 
space of all multivectors constructed out of all vectors in and is then 
called The linear vector space of r multi vectors is further delnot;ed 
Basis of the Vector UllJl"'lJ<:;ll'LI.<:;ll" vectors in a basis of 
If this is further an nrthn1nnrml'l 
we call it an orthonormal basis or, in four ULAl1"',,,,,,,,,"', a tetrad. 










1.1 Geometric 7 
a 
: 1 ::; 'V ::; n, . ev = 
the rf>«~inrol~al basis, It construction the LHL'I',VUru,,"'y relation 
n n 
=n . 
For an nT1 fu,nfl,,·'ffI.fI.I, we can construct the ,..,,,·,n,'{'\,,,,,, I vectors 
We define thus the 
, eV 
and allow the and the transition from the basis to the L",-,'",>.V,",'''' 




where we defined the scalar vector ,"V'''U.lV .. ,,'''''' with reSDe(~t to the basis or H;:~.tI.U.U"',"'l respec-
V<P,"'''',''''' and Multi Indices Each combination of T ort;nogOllal 
T-vector. the basis of T-multivectors has 
A : 1 ::; 'V < i-L a basis of linear space 
two multi vectors. 
we define the multi index notation 
and define the multi index which labels the T elements, Thus 
10 11 {I, ... , 
and IT runs over elelmellts. A becomes now 
with scalar COlmp!onenl~S M is then 
M 
where we defined the index 1, which runs over the set 
we do not follow the rule to indicate scalars by Greek letters. This is just to indicate, that the a\J. are the 











1.1.5 ",e:ne:ral,lZIUlon of Inner and Outer Product 
The Product with a Vector 
where the Ot are to each 
b= + 
so that is 
where the has to be r-vector with a vector contains the 
r 1 and r + 1. This extends via to every multivector of 
that the inner of two vectors is a which is 0, and the outer "'''''''''''',f'>r 
a natural to extend the definition of the outer and inner nr/vl,,('t. 
to 
O· ; oA 
so that for every multi vector M and vector 0 
oM o-M+oAM 
int<>,.r\,.<>;r.,;.t.inn of the outer as nr,"'rh,rt as 
the 
Via 
5tOlltOl,o,11"'" this further for 
T1P;U'1T.V these UH,IUU.'-'''''' are now also 
Product It is 
n, m, i-vect rs 
art.ttr,fl'NJ multivectors. 
A A 
This extends via of the outer 7IT,.!tn.",_,. is 
means for any multivectors 
A AK MA A 
with the anticommutation relation 0 A b -b A 0 this 
01A ... Aor 0#3i,j with uiAoj=O 
Thus the outer 'I'lr(1,fln,f"l n vectors is zero, if one them is not tU'/'.f!n,'r.~?J 
JJE~cclmpOlsU;ion of the Geometric Product We will show now, that the I".""J1UCLl 
be ae(:OITlpOSea as 




n,.r.,.. .. ,"~ can 
The be induction. is true for r 1 , s ?::: r. 
For the case r+ 1, s?::: r+ 1 it follows 
01'+1 










1.1 Geometric 9 
But this is for r + 1. Thus 
Let us assume r < s. The I!e<)ml~tri 
written as 
"A\-'U'A". 1'''>l·.w~·''n two T, s-vectors can then 
Hence the the inner , becomes 
while the of is 
for an a '-UllU\::U'>lVJ:lW vector space 
1\ if r+ s > n 
since in this case at least T + s n vectors must U"'II-'''''.'''''''''" on the others. 
mutation e.g., /J""""""'''' 
eXI)resse:d themself in commutation and anticom-
while peJrpEmdllclllar vectors anticommute. The 
reversion of the order 




Hence we define the 
to 
Since a r-vector can be rel)reSellted as the "".lUI""" of r orl:hoQOlnal vectors at, we have 
(T-n) 
any multi vector M can be I>Vl"rl>,,,,,~.rI as a sum of r-vectors it follows 
}. 
If we can write a M = 01. "On, we have 
scalar 




an multivector M = not CA~"U~'C the case O. But 
in this case we can conclude that 











The Inverse of ... HJ' .... nc 
r-vector 
Now allows us to define the inverse 
if ::f; 0 . 
Since is a the division is well delinEld if ::f; 0 and the condition 
is satisfied. We can extend this for all multivectors with 
scalar::f; 0 
Thus the inverse of a vector 0 in a definite vector is a vector in the same 
hut with WE'n",."ib, 
of Outer and Inner Product From it T2':S 
= Ir-sl 
and 
/\ = r+s 
/\ 
For a a vector 0 and a one from 
o· '0 




Products with Scalars Please a scalar }. we with s = 0 in and 
/\}. 
To extend the relations and to the scalar case, we define 
}.. O;},/\ 
the inner ...... fl"n'.~T with a scalar is zero, 
12This means a 2 ~ OV'a. For a 2 :::: 0 we get as the inverse 
a 













Precedence of Outer and Inner Product We will use the convention that inner and outer 
AB·C , ABACD A 
1.1.6 Generalized 
ort;no,gonaJl1ty between vectors. It is and to extend this definition 
to multi vectors. We will call two A and B LUU'!'.UJ1<;U, if 
= 
This is an obvious QU,,,,O;loLVll, since now for M IXA + 
= +/3 + + 
which can be seen as a I'>.,,, .. ,,.,o.lU',"'" Rule. For vectors 
a..Lb ab -ba a·b 0 
and is thus to the condition 
with non-scalar coefficients 
COE~tn(~leIlts. we say two multi vectors A and Bare orl;no,gonal with ,",,",,,.un.,.,,,,. which are 
if 
This can be written as 
= 
1.1.7 Cross- and other Products 
The Scalar Product Since the inner to be a 
, we define in addition the scalar 
We see that for T' :f. 5 => IT' 51 > 0 
* + ... + o . 
for 1'>""1""""'" multi vectors we have 
* 
multivectors of the same it has to be ""'t1nT'n,,,t 
= 
us the very 
Since A and B can be any 
= 




























. FUrther its 
x +Cx x o 
Product We will further introduce the 
A 
Both are linear. But it 
; A0B 
to note here 
but in 
Since A 0 B reverses to 
1) 
A0B= 
and Gtll,GlU'I'.UU"" Y 
A0B= 
For instance for the 
For the square of a sum M 
= 
i,j 














IrtJrlO~~onau~y of two multi vectors B can now be eX1Dressed 
contains 
r 
n = 1 in 
+ 
i j;6i 
A0B =0 # ortno~~on,al to B 









note, that the commutator is related, but not identical, to the three-dimensional crossproduct. 
The relation will become clear with 
15To prove the we just use the definition to eliminate all commutator products and see that the terms 
cancel each other. 













nr,nnlwr." extend via 
1.1.8 
Definition A S of an 
lES 
We the linear space of 
For a 
UUUCj'l"l'UU.:W linear vector space of 
We call a multi vector M E 
in 
product. 
It is the only product 
besides the geometric 




is a set of 
M 
1'=0 
even elements is aC(~Ordirle: 




zero, if A and 
not contain the same 
* -B xA 
AX M=O 
s-vectors 
itself trivial " ... "VLW.!'>V.JU"W. 
E 
space of mtUtlVe(;tOlrs 
The number of IlUneIlSl(mS that this space is "1J."lUIC; ... n 
vectors. 
in the 'V1LVVYlU."'-
== 0 for T > n. Further, note that 





(101) 1 OO{ 
2 + 
n )}=! 00 































bivectors in COltltatlmng en 
ellen ;IJ.E{l •... ,n 1} 
for 1:::; lJ.,v:::;n-l 
(104) 
all other which do not contain en, can be out of the others. 
Thus we choose the n - 1 bivectors as our basis The other bivectors in 
appear then also as bivectors in 
1.1.9 Vector ... u~", .... ,."'n":. 
After derived the various we take now a closer look on some 
more than two vectors. This vector identities be very for calculations in the 
From the scalar ... ","lI'T, of vectors a . b + we can that 
ab = 2a· b ba 
This allows us to reverse the of the rI'<",,,,,,.,,t,,.,;,, UIU\AUI~L of two vectors an extra term. 
this r times we derive 
where is "AIUV'CU. 





















of r vectors contains either 
eX1Dr(~ssion for the inner "w." ... ,.~+ 
we establish the UU'U,GllU<oUL,:I.. relation 












we can use 
a· 








A ) . 












of the OPI~rator one derives then 
a· A 





If = b is a vector we derive instead 
aA a· A = b+ A 
if =cis a vector this irl."nt.it.v becomes identical to 
. c) + . c)b 
=-(bl\a)·c 





contained in 1) 
·b a· 















r > 1 
Table 2: identities. 
and thus the inner 'I1r,.,.,.,,{', is in this case n.~.'Ulr.:intl~l1p.! IdEmtlty will be essential 




we derived the V,UIe"':,., relation 
a· ·b 
This the useful ~~'~~h~"';"" 
(124) 
al . 
= a1 . 
_/ ell' 
a2 . a2 . 
The results are in 2. 
Outer Product of Vectors The outer 
/\ c + /\ - bac+cab 
= + bca + cab cba bac 
1 
+12 +cab-cba-bac-
now we for the second term under use of 
abc+cab -cba- bac- + ·c) + =0 . 
=-(c·b)a 
this in 
a/\b/\c + bca + cab - cba - bac -


























1\ b) , 
,.,   c -


















'l' o e u """. 











with aA It" = O'lta E we find the 
( 112) 
A aA 
(113 ) ·B 
We can this relation to multivectors 
1.1.10 The \,.J\.)'UAJlUU 
The commutator 
look at the 
we the JUt:U~:Ul"'''''~JUU 











A· .. Aas-d' 
A···Aas -1)· [(-1 
A 
(-1 
Product with Bivectors 
appears in connection 
results in this case. 
ala2, with ala2 a2al, and a 
= 
+ + A 
for T 1 we have x a . a 1 and 
see that the commutator ..... ",,1.,,-., with a bivector conserves the 
x 
(5 < T) 
bivectors. Thus is worth 
T-vector with T 1= 1 
}. 
= 
x i\ O. 
and we can write 
















·B+ xB+ AB 





Ax A Ax 
x 
x + A x 
Iteration 
Bx A ... A ... ar++a, A x 03 A .. Or + ... 
r 
Aa, A ... A A ... Aar 
k=l 
1.1.11 The 
ubspiaCE~S and Pseudoscalar Let : 1 ::; 'V ::; be an orthonormal basis 
> can be ext;en(jed to a basis : 1 ::; ~ ::; of 
rer,re!;en'ted as the nrl'.rlu,f't of any n 
el A· 
!foE we can express it as a linear combination basis 
a 
'11=1 













grn.de n + I 
Thus we can summarize 












The Product with the 
the is 
Let = ar ••• a1 E 
CAIJ<UIU it as 
where A is t.,'HJ"CJl1, so that 12 = ± 1. Thus the ge()mlEltrl 
is a to 
E 
be a 
If it must contain 1 ~ 1 factors Then with r = 1+ k 
= = 
grnde 1'\ + t 
Under use of 1 we derive the 
a (a· a· +al\ 
19 
r-vector. 
pr()1e/:tlcm into the space while the 
second term of a to this space. This "UJ~j;t::"L" 
to define as a g;eller,ali,~at:ion 
= 
}. 
It is instructive to consider here the v ........ ~v~ UVl)"lIJIC case. Let a, b be vectors in 
We can treat b as the Now 
(1~5) (a. 
is a vector ">1."-#1"'" to while 
(1~51 al\ =a al\ 
=0 
is VCIIUl',",Ul,ru to since 
·b 1\ ·b (al\ o . 
=0 
The with defined U """-',AUU n(",,,,, .. ,,,,tn .. is linear and 
as can be seen from the UCjlUUL1VU. Further it has the "'~""'''',.+" of a 
=p 
Another obvious consequence the definition is 
=0 ifr>n , 
T-vector must contain vectors 
Cl 1\ ... 1\ en. 












The " .... " .. "ot" .. is an ,}?"t"'",mnrtl/U.Qfn 0 since for n ;::: s + t we have 
(155) 
= 
and for n < S + t it follows UUAU"'UU'U,",'J' from 
For P Q we have 
(162) 
This allows us to conclude under use of the 
vectors B 
1.2.1 Definitions 
Directional and Vector Derivative The usual 




successive ap:plu;atlon for multi-
natural way to the geo-
derivative 
Let he an orthonormal basis The directional derivative of the ,.H:Olllpo,nellt in the 
direction becomes 
while in direction of ev 
Thus we relate the directional derivative and the r>''oYTIn''n,o"t derivative 
=} eV • = 
and read now 
= eV • ell 
and we see that for an orthonormal basis 
(168) (168) 
)1=1 
We define Q. in 
of an orthonormal basis 
= 











We on the to the 
else we 
to 
to indicate the scope of the n""p""Tl 
( 171) 
The Differential We will call the linear 
Q. 








Product and Chain Rule for Directional .Ut-..·.V"",L. The differential 
the rule 





We derive the chain rule 
( 12.3) 
First we consider the derivative of the inner to find the most 
(171 ) (165) 
-x Q·x ev a 
If a is in the vector space , we can now use to express the vector 
as 
(179) 
can extend these results to the vector 
+ 
and the chain rule for a vector-valued function 
( 180) (178) 
= 
with the ~-"vu.u 
20We can even have a Ii! , so that 
where Peal is the projection or".T'altoT' 













behaves like a scalar and thus commutes with every 
Ull\:J<';'vlVJtl(l,l derivatives commute with ljUvU'",'v, we derive for the 
where we defined as an abbreviation for the 
we find for the outer nrl"\rI"f't: two vector derivative VU'CLO,"'.IL 
A 
(lao) A =0 
independent of a ~ b 
where we renamed o. b in the second last 
Thus 




and we derived the so-called ,..,j'pn',..nn,.ltltfl condition 
o . 
This allows us to conclude that the Lli:ILlJ''':l<.;li:ILll 
= + = 
is a scalar ()'I1~'rn.I:()r. 
1.2.2 of some <lU'"!,,''''' Functions 
from the 
We will derive the derivatives for some au 'v lj,',",,,,, , which allow us to construct more COlupUC,ate,o 
derivatives with the of the chain and rule. We start with the of the .rI<"",T.hr 





where is a basis of the 
+ 
(191 ) 
This result allows us to see that 
A x (193) 1 A 
The chain rule with a scalar function to find 


















We can this to find with the of the chain rule 
(181) 
A ""V]!Jll',"""'vu of the nr,-.r1ll("t 
+ 
This allows us to calculate 




and x in C01npon,ent;s 
1.2.3 Derivative with .. """ ..... ",,1- to ""LJ,u~n'" Multivedors 
Given a multivector 01 /\ ..• /\ Or we derive and 
/\ ... /\ = r! /\ ... /\ 
r! combinations 
We Immtny thus the derivative with r.,,,nAI't. to as 
This definition leads to the geller,ah,mtlon of to 
1.2.4 The Multivector Derivative 
We can extend the definition of the directional derivative to multi vectors 
o . 
Thus if = F( T, 
The derivative of the becomes 
(204) 
€ 











~xprl~ssing A in a basis of the 24 we have 
* 
Thus we derive the identlt1c~ttlcm 
with 
which the """';>'VI'>""" 
From the U<::.UUj'~L"'U the fundamental relation 
and thus for the multivector derivative 
This 
*A 




an we will consider the derivative the commutator IJH'UU" .. \;. Let 
multivectors. Then 
x r )C) 
Let C be a multivector of T :::; n in an <"'!'>"OJL,"" 
For the T we need then basis vectors . Then with 
C· ; C 
the the IUeIll;llGY bl~COI:nes 
(209) 






n basis vectors. 
If X contains all and we label the basis of the whole as , we 
that J is a multi-index! It labels basis vectors for scalar, vectors, bivectors etc. at once. 
25Here we use the binomial coefficients, defined by 
d r n! ~~--::-:-c 
and the relation 










1.3 Linear Functions 
1.2.5 
Let us the Lie bracket 
With this definition we 
A 
can be nonzero. 
1 
Definitions We call any function 
a linear function. 




a vector valued extend 
)A···A 





This is since 
1. it is linear in rows and columns 
2. it "''''',1£'''',' under t:;'(;L'ItUl'£Ut: of rows or Col<urrms 
3. if rows or columns are U'I'l,paf',r .. alevena,ent it is zero, since the outer is then zero. 
4. it does not under rows with columns. 
As <OAI"H,L~ <J,i\.a,L,U[,<'[;;" we the case of n 1,2: 
• E:x:anrlplle n 1 : 











• E:JC:antlp]le n 2: 
det h (227) 
(125) 
(226) 





..... ":I""H". Proof The inner ", .. ,-..£1""1" of a vector with a n-vector is 
n 
j=l 
.LVI,""'"'''' with the skew 
A ... A A ... A A ... A A 
n 
A ... A ). A ... A = A ... A 
j=l 
A ... A ej A ... A 
... A ) . 
intertJreting the last term as a n - 1 which is constructed out 
n determinant out row i and column j to this proves ,..",·",."i""I" 
the definition one, since we can reduce 
to the case n 2, which is shown with to be the usual 
We define 
26 
rI",tr"I,..,n~'rI in the usual way, if we start 
I 0'11 1=0'11 
The determinant of vectors is as an "'A'CUll.!-"'" 
Note that the determinant cn,(j,nOl~,q rows and columns. Also the vA'~'AG'U6,v of 
two rows or columns has a more cOlnpIiciated a 
A determinant of ,",VAun,,," .• ,,!'> is zero, if two rows or columns are I1n<'"",,,, 
like this is not the case. 
Instead we have for instance for two vectors 
1= A 
This to 
n! A··· A 
in .... n·n .... ,rt.1I.l1r" here to show how this 
apl)l1€!U to express the inner T, a-vectors 










1.3 Linear Functions 27 
at" A··· Aal A···A use of the derivative with "D"n",~t. to a 




Definitions As delme'd with we call 
indicate the ar~~urnellt in which it is 
now the 
* 
so that the relation 
* B (238) 
* * 
holds. 
Fundanlental Relation between Differential and A ~~'.J~."v 
= 






we will encounter eql11a110[lS 
be linear functions. Since 
* * 
* * 
In a relation of this kind we can thus <:;""'''.11''''':'5''' 
This relation is of value for 
For s 2: T and ditierentLal 
A 
A 













= f( )1 = detf 
Thus diflrpt'I'nti,nl and have the same determinant. 
1.3.3 ymtm4etr.ic and Linear 
Definition We will call a linear function f if 
f f 
and or skew if 
f 
We can rlpr'nm,nn;'lP every linear function in a 
so that 
f 










+ = -2 
2 
0# =a' 
For a turlctllon and a bivector we derive the useful identi1:y 
Further the diverg;en(;e 
= ), 








cannot have any uLa'5VJtA.,.,. 
'f = O. But a _~"7"'Tn ... '_.,,,: ""'.'11.1"1.7.11'1< 
to linear functions of a multi vector 
be a linear function of n with 
,/\ /\ ... /\ o , 
Then 










1.3 Linear Functions 29 
The in the a, 
so that is a iUil{,;I.>!_UH. It follows 
* 
Note that in there is no f' with 
a/\ =1* /\b bE 
To see let a b be LU\.'r:,VU<W unit vectors. then the outer of with b 
a/\ /\ b f" /\ b /\ b 0 VaE 
Since in n ::; 2 dimensions there can not be more than two u .. v~., is 
for all functions f. For n > 2 we choose a on;no'gonaJ 
/\b 0# Ab I 
an scalar A. 
we are now in the to 
the ~~.I~"_'V tensor. Since it follows 
= * A (214) 
Thus the tensor is a linear function. 
1.3.4 The Inverse of a Linear Function Cramer's Rule 
it arises the need to invert a linear tUIlctlOn f with non-zero determinant. 
"H,,,,nl,.,,, us with the necessary tools to in a neat form. start with 
B to derive 
the definition of the rI,,'· ... ,...~in 
Thus the formula for the inverse of the <'''.IV'''!" beC()mieS 
In the same manner we derive for the inverse the differential 
This is the of Cramer's well known from linear <loll';t:U'iCl. But it is Geom_etric 
which allows us to it without any 
all grades except 0 and 2n we have a term like 












Lets assume a linear vector space We can a multivector valued function 
T 
a tensor of T, if it is linear in the vector i:lJ.jI:,UIUt::'lIL" T On are not nece:3sa~1 
in we define in addition a tensor 
p ), ... I ))= ,.,.. , 
for E 
If T s we say T has rank s + T. If T is one 
to usual tensor index notation 
We can define a cont:rac:tl,on via 
T , .. ,,0,,-1 , ..• , OT) 
, .•• , Oi-1, 
, .•. ,0\-1, 
, ...• 0 1-1, ...• ell' ... , 
two. A contraction of two tensors over Ot and 
, ... , , ..... , 
Let us in addition the ., .. " .... ·'n" 
... ,Ok •... , ~ .. , 
which is An"i""I.~nt to the contraction of 
s 
over 011.+1 and Ok as can be seen with 
in "v"""",,,,j".,~,,· and Parts The skew ""?n~,~h.;" of a tensor is 
A ... A A ... A 




can extend the definition and allow multivector valued arguments instead of vectors. We then call 










1,3 Linear Functions 




if one """''- UJ"'''AO"" it 
is rltn'nre't1 The 
31 
use of the 
very 
= [T a, '" + T an, a, ' .. , + ' , . + T ... ,a, 
,T ,.'" 
n .. 1 
1= 
As an ~4>_""j"'_' the usual results are 
it follows UUIHt'U1('~CIJ 
2! 
[T 
obtained for n 
+T 
) = ~ 
2 
1.3.6 llElCClmO(lisit;ion of second order Tensors 
U"'U"""UJ.U,," on two 
::::} + 
The skew thus 
Since T _ is trace free we for the trace 
T 
This allows us to 
so that 
1\ + T ,b) 
we realize now, that 
crM'rn,~1".Tllr TI'"o£1ll1t't" between a and b. We thus define the extensor 
T 1\ b a· 1\ 
denotes a set of natural numbers, which is derived from {1, . I 
There are n! possible combinations, so that j runs from 1 to n!. 
then the i-th element of the set 'l!j. 
we can it into 












1.3.7 of Tensors 
Given a tensor T = we the 
Q. 
Since the Qj are way to write it as a is 
= Q. 
Q. Q. 
reJ>reseIlta,tlcln this means, that we are 
the matrix cOlmp,onenl;S 
1.4.1 The n-c1iJ1l1ellSl lonial Volume Element 
We call 
the n-dimensional volume element. Since it is of 
of the n-dimensional space. Thus we define 
= 
/\ ... /\ 
If is a vector valued we the vector z 
The differentials of z become 
Hence we the identification 
It is how the substitution rule arises 
U\.I.'"","o..< .. valued It is 
which 
to the unit 1J,,,,uu.v"'J<W';U 
for the new volume element 
where Geometric 
but with a much clearer ge()ml[!tr:lc UIlUIt;n;~~aJIIUllng 
1.5.1 Derivative with """~T, .. """T to a vector valued Function 
Derivative with to a vector valued Function Given an orthonormal basis of 
the matrix elements of a vector valued linear function are defined 
We now the derivative with rp~npl-t. to f 
This leads to 
(297) 
·c = = = 
have been more ~ . , since then in to * we would 











of the For constant a, b the 
can be seen as the multivector derivative with U::"'IJt::,_. to ). 
·c b e"V 
with a"V and .:lWlAU"uUE> 
Some useful Results 
bivector B 
over the whole <W.},;,'IOU'''', we for a 
= 
= 
This allows us to prove the ",1::11t:1O:11 relation for 
n 1 2 the relation 
a· 
as is seen with for n 1, it follows for n 
+ [a· A 
Thus we have for all n 2 
= ). 
Hence the derivative of the determinant becomes 
detf (2';;) (303) (266) 
Further the derivative the aU,IVll1. is 




can be extended to act on 




Derivative with to the Differential of a Linear Function We now how we can 













__ 1 .. : __ now the same "'U<>1"'~'UU to the O-Clep!en!aellce 
This leads to the LUllU",",U"U relation 
(309) 
1.5.2 Derivative with re:5DI~C1; to Linear Functions of ~ ... hii""" Grade 
The definitions and calculations of the nr,>vi,,,,",, extended to linear functions of 
Let F he a linear function of hasis erT of this 
de(:om,polse F as 
valid linear functions of 
= }. 
1 
to be a scalar function expaillUiitUJ,e a series as 
+ ... 
u.u.'-~"VU X was assumed to be a real or __ .... .1'._. We now allow x to be any 
a the kind 
This our series .... 'v~.J lIl(1€!pen(1ient sums. 
Let us make this ___ ..... _._ <:;""''''11V'<:; of a vector in a nnetT'''''' definite space. A 
in a unit vector <P is 
x =1 
In this case we have n = 2 and our function into two 
even powers are while the odd powers become 





and we write 
;L 
+L 
since can be the even powers and f _ 
Let B be any multi vector with = -1. Then 





If instead , we derive in the same way 
+ 
the odd powers. 
for n even 

















and leads to rotations and Lorentz 
But if B the as will be further Ul~iCU:s:stj:u 
we derive a continuous = -1 and M E 
is any 
recoe:rtlZe that 
1. it follows 
2. if = that is is the norm of a "m,l+i,,,.,,,, .. tnr is invariant under since 
(320) 
3. if -1, then 1. 
1.6.1 .... .., ... ~.~" Roots of Multivectors 
We can define the square root in the same way as is 
But we have to note that there will be more than one It can even be a continuous set. 
So for 
the two scalar solutions A 
We can limit the set 
As an we COllSl!1er 
demand that the solution is of the 
= 1 a unit 
Ut::JlU(1UU A to be of a certain 
and other 
+ . We 
In order to j.lVOOLun; relations between and we square both sides and use the 
definition to 
+ 
into scalar and vector the two relations 
+ + 
exii = 
tells us that ii II b. We can thus write 
ii Q~ 
so 
+ = + 
exQ = 
to eliminate b in 











the for in the way 
,2 
Thus for !3 b there are the four <>Vj,UU£V£.'" 
{ 
how square roots occur. From case to case one has to UJJ.l>:111J.<Jl 
of solutions one is But it is this extension of definition 
which us, e.g., to define a of radius r the set of solutilons 
1 
1.7.1 The of sinrlplle r-Vectors 
The vectors and scalars in the 
are real numbers. 
I\a O{::}aE 
is the 
a trivector a VU1UUlC 
1.7.2 Bivedors as ''n''''''>''~'''''' on Vectors 
A bivector B defines with 
is any of 
way: 
r-vectors a r Qu:nellSUJmU 
. A rnv.prlC,C\r a 1\ b 
the pseUQ()SC1Uar 
We consider of two orthonormal vectors 
n, mE that is 
B nl\m nm nm -mn =1 
a E can now be written as 
a cm+ 
and it is <>UllU\-lC1U to consider the action B on nand m, for which we 












which rotates m to nand n to -m. For vectors 
(336) 
k 1. n, m =} Bk nmk -nkm knm (3~6) kB 















For mixed For the case =-1, 1 we 
Bn m ; Bm n 
Thus B eXl.:lli:l.ll:gt:::i the t"f'lrnn.-.nlP'nt" 
relations of B with vectors are IntUm,ewut:IIL 
formulate the of cornpl)n€:nts 
1.7.3 nt,RI"I"lI"I'!ta'tio,n of Products of Vectors 
a unit vector n we can any vector a in 
; al. a-
for which we find after with n the 
I\n 0 <=> 
-nal.} . al.l\ n = al\n <=> al.n = 
With the of these commutation we derive 
-nan = - al. al. -
the inversion of the of a. In three this is a on 
1.7.4 The Product of Unit Vect()rs 
space a unit vector n is U<:;'Ul<:;U 1. We can a second unit vector 
and to n, 
m= =0 
the dec:om,pmliti()D 
+ :5 1 
Thus there is a cpE 
This 
m·n (347) ::::: coscp 1\ 1\ = sin cp 
Thus for 
be an unit vector 
-1 and m 1\ n ml. 1\ n = 
ab 
the ""'Q"~,,,,,, B is a unit 
b lie. 
)[t!10~:ODl:ll to n, so that ml. = 
1\ n, we can combine and extend 
mn 
cp :F ° 
U<:;I,'UU,'l'. the 
is not defined for cp 0, since we divide the IHi:;LRIl,lLUlUt: 
to sin we can extend to this case, since the 
goes with sin cpo For two vectors a, b we have indeed ab 












In two dimensions we can choose an basis The is 
=1 
ele2 = -e2el 
There are two combinations of the basis vectors for the unit ~::;~~UUlU::;~Ca.l;tu 
Iz el e2 ; I~ eZel -e1 ez 
same handed 
12 will then the tJ"";UlJlUO''''''l(U 
basis vectors 
the anticommutes with all linear combinations of e1 and e2, but this are all vectors in 
We know that Iz is a thus 
. 12 , 2 
and so II U"'!I-'<;;l'UO of our space. 
b 
vectors anticommute with we have for 
the <rPf)m,prr"" ~~"'."" .. 
=ab 
Thus the full ,!!;e(lm€~tril~a We UL\.IU'''''~ in its two 
·b'+ I\b =ab Q·b+a b 
compare to obtain 
·b'=a·b ; 
This has the consequence that bivectors are invariant under rotations in in 





to the definition 
it on a 
0"2 = 0"1 rotated 
0'1 cos IX + 
0'2 cos IX + 
sin IX 
sin IX 
a rotation -IX. 
z 
0'1 
2 (36B) • 
Iz = -1 we can wnte j)( = cos 
(370) 
(370) 
0'1 cos IX - 0'2 sin IX } 
0'2 cos IX + 0'1 sin IX 













ttE,pr'es,entalclon of ....., .... ' ... 11-"£<:;' ..... Numbers Iz squares like the ~~ ........ _ .. unit j to , the 
<X+ + 
is an '''.n''''Il,rnj~.i",m. to the rm71.'1l1(>..'{; ""'J.'J'n"".',~ 
UUlu ... "a as the multivector 
This i'''',nl£,:o:r,r. ___ . ____ allows us to r"'YU'''''''PTlt. a \..VLU!J.,,,, ..... 
z + 
a rotation in the 0'1 , 
- I to the "V'U!J .• ",~ 
<X-







J:"-I'tlUJ'4U," Conditions With the vector 
a 
it to the 
+ + 





2.1.2 Two Dimensions with mixed 
We will examine the structure 
basis-vectors Yo, Yl with the c'O'TI,>'hlT'o 
= 















('('(',rf'l,I1"lO' to the different OLI'.,U","LU1L;:; we say Yo is the time and Y1 the space direction. Now the 
induces 
factor of . 
36 Z commutes with 12, thus 
I~ = YoY lYoY1 
= YOY1YO = 
YOY1Yl 
to 






and vice versa. 
usual definition would be given without the 












Lorentz Boosts But what is the "./5"u" .... "" .. "" of ex? l~ = 1, we can write 




)'1 cosh IX + 




cosh IX + h sinh IX 
sinh IX (3!4) )'0 cosh IX )'1 sinh IX} 
sinh IX (3!4))'1 IX -)'0 IX 
can thus 
where v is the "",I,"\""t·" of the inertial frame we are c the 
From IX = 1 we derive 
cosh IX 
sinh IX = 
and 13 
can now write in matrix which becomes use of for a vector a 
+X)'l 
(!:) = ( )' ) (t )' 
41 
v c· 
= 1 the lines constant distance to the are with the 
we will define the op~erator of a proper Lorentz 




constructed out of a 
direction of the boost is then u<:; .... <:;:u 
and a time like vector )'0. 
becomes now when we 
realize that space like vectors to a commute with B =)'01\ a, and so 
b Vb.l a,),o 
The outer ",r'"\rI,'''''' between the transformed and vector is 
) =)'01\)'1 sinh IX )'01\)'1 
2.2.1 Without mixed "'J~;u,:t"IJ"'" 
but this case is since our .. t>"'t._",np,,'t> has 
handed orthonormal basis with 











and has the n .. r,no .. t"", 
= -1 
There are 3 combinations the basis vectors to 
to ii. 
0"1 /\ 0"2 0"10"2 
0"2/\0"3 = 0"20"3 
0"3/\0"1 = 0"30"1 
}. 
on a vector Ii the bivector the 
thcmOrmalllty relation this can be written as 
mn:r.n,el',~! Thus these matrices are more than 
a an tm·ee··OllmenSl,Onat space. The commutator 
and anticommutator relations follow imme:di1'tte,ty 
<0"1= 
as the reason to call this 
The two "'lI+,it .. ",rv vectors in P 
and b 








where we denote with 0. ® We thus found a reJ)r~;entatlon of the 
"":;',llA,,;U in 
of a linear space of any dimension. It is also the outer 
___ .,.." _____ in P and Normals In Peach hi"·",,jf,.., .. defines a two-dimensional S of 
/\0. 0 ES . 
with it's dual vector it 
If . 
U"~l~U~U'F. this in 
o 
Thus the is all vectors to it, and we it the normal of in 
three dimensions the dual vector of a bivector the normal. 










2.2 The thclee-(llmenSlOnal Case 43 
the IR>t:UUIU"''''''l'''-' of 
the discussion " is a rotation in the 
Here we can express 
and a rotation in the becomes 
IJa.JLCU""l, vectors in the are we can 
LU,"'",U"U:U to ii. Thus i can 
wbere and the commutation 




leaves the rest as it is. Thus we i.i'>n+it" a rotation in 
R= 
Addition of Bivectors in three lJl.m,en:Slo,ns But how can we add ""'"'''1"''''''' 
The answer is easy to find in three "" .. ,,,,,,, . .,"" .. 0, 
since two 
2. If mten.eC1Lm,g, since we are in 
=0 , 
and thus the set in three dimensions and we can 
and we have the to 
rotate the vectors Thus we can choose 39 f 
with 1 to be a vector Now 
iil\£ = 
The sum 
is rotated the 
+ cosB 
can also see it as an addition of the normal vectors. and 
their normals is = After UHUVApL,)' 
Thus the "",""'..<lV"VLl of two bivectors becomes 
+ + 
raise this topic here, since there is a remarkable difference to the four-dimensional case, where planes do not 
have to intersect. 
38 Remember that the full geometric product is invariant under a rotation of both vectors. 












2.2.2 With ml:l{eC1 U'F. •• a~ 
be an with 
=-1 
We calI 1'0 a time-like vector and vectors. The pSt~UGiOSI;al':l.r 
commutes with vectors and has 
leads to 
= ,as in three dimensions. The choice of "";;;,U"'~U,'L 
Note that the 
bivectors has three dimensions. A basis of this space is 
of this basis hivprtnT"« 
defines a space with not mixed 
nature. With rotations and Lorentz boosts in this 
nt.<>rn".,t. the of a linear combination 
h + the will 
Sl/;l;:natUI'e of the square, but can we find a 
Since bivectors are invariant under rotations in each unit bivector any 
combination (T the bivectors with 
(T nm with n' m = 0 
Thus the square of 0' with 
=nmnm ±1 
on the square of the unit vector n, Hence we derive for n time-like and i>U'''''-';-U''''':;' res:nectlvel 
We can write n as 
n 
= { cosh 4> + 0' sinh 4> for 
cos 4> + 0' sin 4> 
1\ 1'0 0 ; n.L 'Yo = '1'0> 0 
so that n.L is pure Qn~u""'_v"r1Ct''''' and a pure time-vector, If we can express n as a 




Since n.l m we have n.L 
this results into 
with tanh a 
with tanh a = 
= 
a pure rotation or Lorentz trELllstOI'm:atl,on, 
= Yo we can now not say what the direction of n,l is, 












an basis {el-1} of a linear vector space 
the basis vectors is di!!tirlgIJllSiled all the others a different 




if one of 
with k ±1 
l'<orm,!:tll,) V is chosen to be 0 or n. We the convention k = -1 and v O. 
3.1.1 
our attention to 
Minkowski space We choose the three 
like vectors have a square. We call the 
a){~etlra or Dirac D. 
The Basis We introduce a set of four orthonormal basis vectors 1'1 
= -1 
The of the is 




D (35) -1 0 T1J.l.v = YJ,l 'Yv = 0 -1 0 0 
we see, that the basis vectors are 
........ u,cu,'v ... Convention We often be concerned with sums over indices like in We 
That means, if not stated diflfenmtl an index 
and downstairs ,.",.,,.,,,,,,, ... t,, a sum over this index. For would read 
1!')D!aC,e-i:lKe Vectors We call a vector a if 0, Ui:H;~llKe if <0 
and a Yo a time-like direction. 
, ...... ,. .. "AU'AA to the Dirac Matrices We see with and the same 
anticommutation that are impol5ed 
Here we realize that this relation expresses else than ""j' h",n" ........ 











46 3 FLAT 
The of the Dirac the U",'V,,,,""L Product the basis vectors we can 
construct a basis bivectors 
A a basis of trivectors 
to a \.JVi~""Vl'" '-'V.'U~'UL""""VU for an element that we will 
i YOY1Y2Y3 
From this definition we derive UU'U";U""'~"LJ the lUllua",U~;U"'''''' relations 
i i =-1 = 
With the PS(~UdlOS(~al,aI i we can write the basis of trivectors as 
the basis bivectors is TnT'T,m'r 
So the basis of the Dirac V becomes 
3.2.1 
The basis of the Minkowski space contains one basis 
Yo. But in four dimensions a vector can be seen as a normal of a 
, which is UO:;,uuo:;u 
o Ab 0 Vb E 
If we 
"";;;",,uUl<;UO,AV':U;U vector space 
Since a is time-like it that every vector b E is "u,:."";-u.[\',,. We thus ~""""'.Y the 'VllV'''U''", 
The vector Yo defines the of a frame. 
the time-like while the outer ""_","'i""",,, 
dimensional Thus we .~." ... , .. " 
as basis vectors of the three-dimensional reI5t-SD,ace of the frame co]rrespl)miin:t/: to Yo. 
Ull<lerl,tallG!,ngs we will use for the complex unit, The representation of j is not unique, since in 
there are many elements in Q(An.) which square to . So j has to be identified in each single case seperately. 
In certain cases can be represented by i. But especially in the action i on a non-scalar quantum mechanical 
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3.2.2 The AJ.lle,Or'a as the even of V 
Uk, defined with 
= 0';. 
can be seen as basis vectors 
the Pauli commutation relations. 
a three-dimensional space. Accord-
the motivation for 
the the Pauli P. 
A basis of P can be orl;nogonal basis vectors Uk with other. 
The 
We that P contains all even elements of 
that the space bivectors in V 
of V. It is 
,,uO.lVUA" linear spaces, the spaces 
vectors and bivectors in On the other side we and P and 
refloectivelv are with 
(439) 
0'10'20'3 1'fY01'21' 01'31'0 1'01'11'21'3 = 
identical to each other. Thus V and P share the space of scalars and IJO,'UU'vo'c.cwcu 
Since vectors in P occur we will here the 
arrow, to them from vectors in V. 
3 
1.=1 
Products in P The vectors of P itself 
3 3 3 3 3 
= = + = = scalar . 
i,j=l ;'=1 
Thus we can construct a inner and outer nr, .. r111I't. 
a.pb 
a b 





a·p b = a·v b = 
But for the outer nr,.,,,,,,,,, 




ISu(Jal,!!,e[)ra or the VHUU,:U.y 
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Table 3: Effects of the of hermitian "'U.llvnu, and reversion in P. 
""v"" ... ~'nn in P Let A E P be a multivector. We denote That 
O'jO'i 
"''<O''UU'H6 the reversion in P in this way is not "", •. 1" .. "''-'LV1:1 since the action on elements in 
undefined. To remove this t-VjlUIJ'Uv",,,,.uu 
is 
First we 
for each in P. Thus we define E P to be a 
0, that is for a scalar is true. But if it is true for 
n - 1, then it follows for a multivector of n that 
Thus we 
the reversion in P we encounter no further I'HJUA"U.'" in the definition 
to all multivectors in V. Thus we define the hermitian of a multivector A E V as 
For vectors in V we derive so 
= 
and thus if Yo and 1'11; 1.1. f 0 have different 01;;.ela."Ul 
for 1.1. 0 
for 1.1. f 0 
In Table 3 we compare the hermitian with the reversion in when on elements of 
P. It that there a one-to-one relation between and the in P. The 
be as a certain combination of reversions and hermitian 
"""" •• 1 LU"I'."'VAVUO. As an 1::11..<1.1111 • .111::. let A E P be B + contains then the scalar 
and vector the reversion in V allows us now to with C the 
scalar of A. 
The of Pauli-even Elements The same 
"U'''''''l~CUla, which we will call It is "'p.:t1111CU 
{1, or 
That this is under the ac>r\rn"t,., is 
+ 
means with grade i in 1'. 
that the even elements in 
4sPIease note, that the proof here is valid for ,uh,itr, .. rv dimensional spaces, as long as an even "UL,rul<~"U' '" 
constructed in the same way as is that = +1. -1 the right side 










3.2 The Pauli 49 
We can construct an orthonormal basis of in the same way, as we for P. First we have to 
one of basis vectors of for instance 0"3. Now we define the vectors of 
are since 
hJl =0 = -1 
The PS€!Udl)SCiaJar lK of becomes 
and is thus not with the PSI~U(JlOSI~al:ar 
of odd 
-1 ; IK1I -lIlK 
It should be that there is not:hlIllg UUIJ"'l'<~1GU lK from the vectors 
rr and J!. It is pure convention to take one of them as the I""'UUIV"'""' .. :U down all the derived 
relations 
that lI, JJ arid lK 
But two of 
-1 
a re]IJr€;Selllta,ti(Jln of 
it must have two in 
also II and .If can be 
{1 , lI} ; {1, 





























This short section contains 
results here are my own 
these results have been before. 
Let us consider first a move on a <1Tr"H,..lT. line. For a constant force F the 
and the 
not violate the constraints 
liW liM 
or for a whole of n nJ>.1rtcu'IP!'1 in 
n 
= F· + +liM , 
1.=1 t 
The .-"":nt'1m,,,, Work is now 
= liW = 0 . 
i i 
But what can we say about the term 
= liM ? 
i i 
If there is rotational around the is in v"' ..... ~. 
Virtual Work tells us that there is no O. Then liM is the \.,11<:>".'''' 
the external forces, In order to have a stable solution. the in 
force. 
Let us assume, we have a of freedom and a Hamiltonian H. For 
and their momenta motion are 
= H 
We DnnatWnnt basis vectors ek, which we associate to the 
ek O. Thus this basis vectors are in not 
case that the are with rp"",,,,,'t. we 
Iaentllty the ek with this basis vectors. We lULlU'J.U'~'" 
eo . ek 0 for k:/= 0 




So the vector contains the coordinates and the bivector the mome:nt 











The Hamiltonian H now becomes a scalar-valued function of z 
= , the Hamiltonian of a harmonic va~.1<;U.l"".\JL can written as 
H 
1 
2 2 + 
Further we define coordinate- and momenta-derivative opera.tolrs 
so that 
(472) 
Q =n = -n 
We can now express Hamilton's eql11at;iOlls in vector notation 







Since the basis vector eo can be associated to the time derivative 
vector the time-direction. We can rewrite our result 






where we defined 
p 
q t 
If the is 0, Hamilton's 
+ 1) + 
}. 
}. 
;nt"rrlr",t eo as the basis 
the second term from 
takes the form 
That contains still the same information as is seen, we it in even and odd 












vy""'~JLV"", is one of the most 
or€:seIlt some of the known 
e.g., in [11] 
show the power 
reduce to one matter. As will be seen, Maxwells 
5.1.1 Formulation in flat 
First we will define the differential OD~~ratOr for our flat space 
= 
where the are the rl>c',n,'"'' vectors to the 
'Yv == 
We work in Minkowski space and choose the Thus we can construct with 
which the indices in 
= -v 
where we defined the basis of the three-dimensional even the Pauli 
; O"j= 
If we define the €leCtfOIIllagneI;lc 
Maxwells "'4'.l~"'U"'~ can be written in the form 
I nrrnrl1 "'nu, the "'-' 4.1, au' .... multivector 
The usual form of the is 
outer 
is 
current as three-dimensional vector 




tensor allows us to rewrite 
f 



























formulated in the 
we 
(490) -J q+ lYo 
structure of the For me one of the 
one of the most fundamental of nn''''' .. ~'' 
form. 
5.1.2 The Vector Potential 
'\7 . B 0, there exists a vector field also called vector 
as the curl of this 
B '\7\81A A . 
into the Maxwell "y".lQ.,AUAA" we find 
A 
= 
Thus there exists a scalar D01;enlaal so that 
We combine the vector Doljential A and the scalar Dol;enlGial <l> to 
A 
the outer derivative of it 
A + AA (4!"l 
3 
1.=1 
We see nUrneUli:l,\;eIY, that there is a gauge 
function X 
we use 









so that we can write B 
















I\A 1\ A (503) F 
the same Thus the gauge transformation for the scalar and vector pOl;enl"lal is 
(504) (504) 
= = + 
We can choose the so Lorentz gauge, 
0= ·A 
which in 
This allows us to write the Maxwell J.:.Iy'ual,lVA10 in the \.,V1U!-',,,,'-''' form 
5.1.3 Maxwell ua'".vn for .LV.l.a!;,u""".", Mono-Poles 
above results it is not very U1Ul\.,ULL 
are not observed. Nevertheless it seems useful to ",vr\lnlr", 
is and 
V· B = qm 
~UUH.II< the extra terms to Maxwells .I1iqualGlOllS 
where we defined the current 
q =0 
with 1'0 on the 
as a 
5.2.1 Definition of a Curvature Tensor 
...,IOlua,uUJ'UO local gauge invariance of the Dirac action under local 
to the new 

















the curvature as 
R is skew "" ... nrnOTf"'''' 
that R is rather an "jJ'(oL"',"'" 
from the 




we the cornp,act form 






in a and b we can say It should be noted 
a linear function! The j that is still nr~"":"lt is as 
) . 
= 1\ 




* 1\ b) . 
Calculating 
I\Yj) ...... . 
= /\ 












section must be seen as a review. Most results have been rj",-"",rj 
contains some and 
6.1.1 of Pauli "'nn" ..... " and Pauli Matrices 
We saw that the 





is written as 
are different to the basis vectors alt. so we will mark them with a hat 
57 























for the Pauli 




bivector = -1'fY2 
m,·""n« result shows how the 
( ) 
+ 
6.1.2 The Scalar Product for Pauli .;;;II-l'All,n 
The of a Scalar Product standard inner IJ2\JU.Jl,," between two ,,,,,ntv,,, 
which is in bra-ket notation A, a ('ro.nnl.,,, number A and it 
This allows us to sellar.a.te it in real and im:aginaI'Y 
It is thus sufficient to a translation for the real 
H 
with the hermitian ~J!~"'U U'CU.l"'U 
= 
we can construct the full inner nr,"\ri,,,f't with the 
It is easy to check that the req[UlI'emlen1ts 
=-1 
liOWe will later see that Pauli spinors commute with Yo and so 
definition 
51 In fact, have to be satisfied by construction, 
we define 
of and 












6.1 Particles - The 59 
Position The standard inner nr,<\rl1",..t for wave-·rWICtlOrlS would be 
} 
aeJ)en.aellt on the choice of the T"",._<lmu'" of the 
It is 'T1T.<>rrT!oI1 and so our inner 
is still f)o,utzon 
space. 
Oelln€!O for each in the Minkowski 
6.1.3 
Rotations and Lorentz 
R nm with = 
For a pure rotation 
Thus 




yomnyo = -myonyo = mn = R 
pure Lorentz transJ'01'l7la;tzo,ns should be TOILi:U,lUIll> 
axis Yo. 
L = Yom ::} 
Rotations and Lorentz transformations 
of the Wave Function Since 
p 
(542) 
= yomyoyo L 
.... VJ ..... J'uw::;, from the above Table 3, that p has 
is an element of the even of 






Thus R is a rotation in the The wave Ju ...... ",'vu is now 
with the "time" 
But since the 
nr",.",,·,. cannot 
which tells us that 4> contains the information to rotate and 
like 
. Now we can see that eXI)ressic)ns 
s 
which first seem to be u • .,'u/'i, ..... J Ut:iUt:J.1U'"lU on the fixed 
4> contains the 
between nand m is significant. So we can rotate nand m in the 
plane. This allows us to set n Yo, since Yo in the plane. Note that we cannot make any predictions about m. 
53 A similar argument wil! be true for the Dirac spinor, where p can contain a part. 
54Since the hermitian is the reversion in the three-dimensional rest-space. 












It is rnr,,,rr.!>r,r to note 
in the lnt"r"r",t!>t,""n 
= ( ) =} 
(526) 
(526) 




ogt~tm~r with we find thus the eiOentlaltle el,f'ILUI,zun 
are 
commutes with 'Yo and i, we can also see 
= 












+ = + 
we for the reversion in the Dirac "''''f-'nn.- v 
= 
With the of the commutation 
we derive the desired result: 
= + 
"H~.'VV'''VU operator as 
$ commutes with 'Yo 
reJ)reSellta,tlClD is revealed 














6.2 Relativistic Particles - Dirac 
6.2.1 A 
The 
eJ)re~!eIlLtatlo'n of the Dirac ... n ............ and the related 
The Dirac 
EP 
It turns out to be convenient to map one Pauli onto the even 
other one onto the odd. Thus we can write the transformation 
as 
(5~51 ( ) ,I. - Ix} H '¥ 
we in full 
'5~) ( + + 
61 
lU(l,J:.IJ:.I,'U!,> of them onto the 
would seem to be 
Translation of the to ask how the action of 




For it follows that 
(569) 




has to be treated we find 
(569) (~ I (~) (~) 
I 











But also the action j has to be translated. Here it follows 
case that 
the discussion the Pauli 
(567) j + 
We also have to translate the nn,PT",ncm 
(568) 
(570) 
6.2.2 The Dirac 
(531 ) 
COlnV,!eX r.nrl,71U1(LT.IW'n into a <m'~r"'_tTm 
Form 
With the derived translation l'on,,,r,,,t.l'o1rQ we encounter no T1H'T.n,'r pJ[QOlenlS to 
translate the Dirac 
to 
~lVU"'<l~l~/ll with Yo from the result in the neat form 
6.2.3 Relation to Klein-Gordon 
IT there is no vector 7UH."UI,1.{I.l. A=O, becomes 
Since this 
satisfies 




nn,PT",Tn1rQ each .... Vl.llIJVU.:;Uv of the 
o 
sealal" Qperntot 
which is the Klein-Gordon Cl.IL"""'.VH. 
6.2.4 The lSchr,6d1nll:er J:!:q[ua.tioln as the Non-Relativistic Limit 
into the 
+ = 
We define now 
so that after !UUl",lIJ! 
solution 
+ )-
P P eA ; 
with Yo from the 
+ )= 
+ = 











6.2 ~ The Dirac 63 
-'1------0 Pauli and even terms the two eqllatlOmi 
}. 
the of the second one we can express as 
So for P = 0 we find 
limit the mass contribution towards the energy is OOllIUIlatmg 
ap])roxtnrl.atton for 





of the Dirac Spinclr 
1587} 
~ 
In ~u.~~t,J to the nte~rpl:etltti(m of the Pauli 
we see can contain scalar and Thus we define 
define a Lorentz transformation 
L 
Particle and 
with 'Yo, we have 
Parts in ¢I and X commute with 'Yo, but 0"3 anticommutes 
(567) 
'Yo 
we can express the Pauli even and odd the Dirac 
(67) 
= 
where ¢I and X are ntl'rn,rpl',pn as nn'Nf",.!P and n,nt~"!El'l":tirlp solutions. 
58Thus the energy E contains also the contribution of the electromagnetic field. 
could be a vector here, since 11> is not out of the even subalgebra, but contains elements of all grades in 1'. 
that the root two solutions, which differ in sign, but since the Lorentz transformation acts double sided 











up and down Parts 4> and X are both Pauli ""in(\,"" 
up and down But this relation can now be in tbe Dirac 
4> and X are even in P and 1) since both commute with Yo we have 
with Yo from the 
For X0'3 we find 
= 
. 4> = 
A4> 
even in 1:) 
Thus we derive X0"3 the relations 
to 
This allows us to n,..,~in,~t out anyone of the 
t"f()1e(!tlIlg with to the time direction UlStmg;UllSIlIt!B 
with to the rest-frame 
The Inner Product for Dirac 
~'f,~'''~''U as then for Pauli 
tbe reversion in 
= 
In order to 





we follow the same 
where ljJ is the Dirac Note that this defines a scalar field to obtain the a.a,uv,,,m:;; 
the mechanical inner over the whole r",,,t,_,,'n!U'''' 
of reversion in 1) and hermitian 
The Dirac Current 
value of """",."t",·" 
This is 
we are now ahle to look at the 
-o[,enttOJrs we find 
under but 
0, and obtain after 
= 
a frame free .... "y·,.""t ~ the Dirac Current 
J 
This current also appears as a current of the Dirac 

















We used the commutation relations 
up and down 
We can LVA'\..H'U<;; to new OV!U",.vuo, but to np,pn<'r 
and new 
result clearly depends on the chosen representation, e.g., with 
becomes the spin vector in the rest-frame. 






















further and take a closer look at field Here I follow a similar 
After corlslclen relations for fields I discuss the the 
7.1.1 
For a 
£i'lj[U,"","UJ.UO for Fields 
grangian, aeJ)enau:lg on fields and their 
we define the action the SDllCe-tllme 
s 
In the consider the case for one 
lO(leplenae!lt fields is forward 
assume that the action is extremal for we have 
Let $ make S extremal 
We 
cp he an COIHalllllIlg the same 
$+ 
which makes the action extremal for € 0, and thus 
o 
(607) 
I * + * 




Since cp can he chosen U:rtlU;'fUnl1l Tnr.tU'ln that the UVILl.U'.IaL 
o or 
1S1::111:: .. :l.1 eJlement of the But these are the 
7.1.2 Noether's 














68 7 FIELD THEORY 
With the multivector diH'erenti.'ll 
SA A* 
, . . SA··· ... } 
we find for the derivative of the with r",,,n,,,,'t. "!>Tn""r."r M 
* 
n 
= * + )] 
n 
= SA * + * 
n n 
and after with the relation 
(614) 
which is Noether's theorem in a ITPT1pr.""" ..... " version for multivectors. note the ease with 
which we derive this result. 
"'VTrl'rr .. :.t ... ilP~ with a scalar Parameter If the }ararnlet.i~r M iX is a 
·nel,et()re, we define the current associated to iX 
and after "U'J"~l~U back into 
Thus the current a conservation eotlat:wn if is in(lep,endellt of IX. We can define an associated 
Q 
If is not Inclep,endellt of iX it is to consider for iX = 0, 
7.1.3 The Tensor 
er!l:Y-JmO,mEmtUIn tensor 
the transformation 
and a Poincare-invariant J.n.,~rn.'l'l.m,.n.'l'l. on first derivative of the field. 











With the of the chain we are able to express 
UUi,.U,U.'UF. this in 
But lvu'au,,,, at 











and we the nm"IUIT of the elll~rgy-Ino:mentllm tensor 
This is a conserved \-Uj',,"' .... , since becomes now 
(6~1 0 
tensor T as the ~~.II~"" 




We use to 
The conservation _'" . ___ ,_., for the tensor be<:onnes now the 
nn'-T!HlT relation 
=0 
Here it should be noted that the en(~rgy-Inomentllm tensor is with a vector-valued linear 
a vector 
T 
of the in the 
= 'Yo-
the 
we can now n"'l'ol"",,,ol1 
UL\"~"''';W over the momentum 
and thus the energy as the 'Yo··co:mpOlll~nt 
(633) I E = 'Yo .p = 'Yo·T 
1.1.4 The :symlne1~ry of the .tin:erl~y-·MoIIleI1ltum Tensor 
The energy-m()mentu can contain an l'In1rj~;"Tm1m 











70 7 FIELD 
General '\".J""U"uu.uu for ... .,.~, ...... If is a SVInmtetI"lC linear lUI:lCLIUU. 
and the condition 
and after 
we the condition in neat form 
o . 
is in turn to the 
7.1.5 A 
The reflect some ideas that I 
wrong, but nevertheless it is to see how the 
momentum tensor can be to construct a 
of T We define tbe vector u 
and rewrite 
T 



















We the the two most 
" For the Klein-Gordon field with L = ! { it follows 
u o , 
and becomes with 
= =0 . 












III For the Dirac field with £ 









since with the 
1\ = 1\ 
Ricci Tensor and Scalar the definition in with the Einstein-Field "''l'A'''~'VU 
""",cr,p"t,,, to irl,pnt.1l'v the scalar 
R 






We have to note here vectors in are vectors 
defined in a space. Ricci tensor and scalar are still with x, but 
x is a vector in a linear vector space without intrinsic curvature. This is a fundamental difference 
to where the tensors are functions on a curved manifold. It should be mentioned 
Q. 
a flat space is also used. 
(638) 
Q. 
Now we have to 
From and 
if the Ricci scalar is 
follows the condition 
the contraction of the so defined Ricci tensor. 
2£ (648) R = = ·u. 
In full this condition becomes 
(6~1 
= 
is the contraction of the Ricci-tensor the 
It is that the Klein-Gordon and 
this condition! 
.I:!t:x:anlpile Scalar Field We will 
£ 
is for each term itself since 
(653) 
= 













The contracted Bianchi ...... 'CL .. 'U'_' Ricci tensor and scalar 
lU",:UHH 0 and 






a localized matter 
the matter. If this is 
since it vanishes under the "'y',lJ,,,,,,,.v.,,,, motion. 
7.1.6 The Tensor 
The Momentum of which transform double sided The tramstormcttlcm 
} 
where B is an 
-B x x =-B x 
and so 
(659) B x l\J + * 
(660) B x l\J -
From Noether's theorem we derive 
L=o (661) ·(xA 
we consider a four dimensional space. Thus 1)" . Q 4. 











But C can also be seen as a x, 




and thus we define the conserved current as 
As for the ent~rg~r-mlorrlen1~u 
0= 








tensor follows the conservation 
VB 0 ) . B VB 
I we use 
(215) 
(666) 
XtV [B· (xA 







The second term is the eXI)ec'tea momentum contribution but the first term seems to be related to 
the Thus we define 
Ax x 
Fields If tV it transforms 
has to be rt!plaCI~U 
A very similar "aJ."U.'''''\,lUU as momentum for the field 
1= ! +T(T)Ax ; 
The skew Part of T as total under use of 
Ax . 
The is so that 
a· A a· 
Thus 
O=a· +a· 
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The "lUl:I.J!"". the .n .. lO:;Ul-"lfUl, ........ 11 
o 
The corlresp1onclin,g is 
c 
2 
.vL,W:"",;UUQ·HUF; with to the scalar field and its derivative 
= = 
so that in becomes with 
o (611 ) (678) 
the Klein-Gordon "'4'''''''.'VU 
7.2.1 The Momentum KEmr'eSle:nt;at:lon 
fulfills this conditions is the pSE!Udlosc:aJ,ar 
thus 
j Hi 
of --.... r.--- can then be rellre!!ented as the hermitian 
reversion in P. Thus we define 
+ + 
The Fourier Transformation and the b-Function Since i 'YO'Y1'YZ'Y3 commutes with s-




mnctlC)ll f as 
relation is "'Vlr.r",,,,,~'rI 
us a ,.o"r",,,,,,,,t,;,,'tj,rm of the Dirac 
I 
-x we find 
= 
and therefore we can extend 
I 
I 
I l·x = 
I d"x l·x 
used. As usual one 
note that this excludes valued functions and corresponds so to a real field. 











an vector x 
4>(x) is a pure 
the of 
in the 
must thus be of the 
where the 5-function can be seen as 
into 
carried out 
So the U'""Fo.' ",,",LVU 
fi",:un:l!m, to 
681n the sense 
and 











're'qu.en:cy Parts 70 The intpUI·:l.til(m over 
+ 





69The factor of appears only for compatibility reasons. 
70 A similar treatment can be found in 
75 
we have for 











76 7 FIELD 
where we 
= 




in and nt.,>uT'l'I.hon over 
(698) I J 
7.2.2 The Tensor of the Field 
The for the Klein-Gordon field on the 




h.·T =n T and hence T is i.e., 
I T 
inE!rAY-.LVlllll1leIltulm Tensor for a Wave A wave solution of the Klein-Gordon 
4>= 
For this case the em~rg;Y-[]!1Olnellt tensor becomes 
(706) 
(1 - ·X+ 
= 
This leads to 
k· ·x+ [1 2 ·X+ 
11 Note that the difference to 
>0 
is that it depends only on the three-dimensional k, not on k. Here is ko 










7.2 The Field 
thus for the vUl.'<71UI.t; unit vector 1( 
[1 - 2 
Since = ! we can express 1( in terms of the time-like 
a Lorentz boost. 
and Given the 
(638) 
U = 




The of Ricci tensor and scalar to 
(650) (712) 1 Q. 2a -
R 
(651) 
Since R = 2£ for of the the 
We so for 
1(= 




The then under use of 
inner with Yo 
+ 
7.2.3 The MClmfmtlum of the J:\.1~Eun-u,orClon Field 
77 
where R is 
Given the J!:y-·m()m_entum tensor we find for the Tou.r-1Jn01ne1ltU~m "'" ... , ..... ." 
The 
(706) 
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T01,tT-lnomf:ntlum is the in the rest-frame over the momentum 
As shown in momentum of 
=0 
when "U'J"~l~u.LnJ'O mixed terms and we 
= 
which is in accordance with standard like in 
Here we consider the four-vector nnl-."'t1,t.i" Maxwells "U'J.<Ll,lUll<" as discussed in Section 
5. In the Lorentz "'<LL''''''',', 
·A 0 
the multivector F E + can be written in terms the four-vector P01;eD1tlal as 
7.3.1 The 
Maxwells 
F 1\ A (724) 
J, can now be derived from the 
1 
. J + (725) 1 'J +:2 
where the four-vector I"""",u-,,,,,,,, A is the lD(lep,endeJlt field. The variational 





It is how Maxwells 
eql11ataO!ls reduce to this one 
structure of the "''i'''''''"''''''''' 
prl)d\lct contains the whole 
7.3.2 The I!.inerJ:ty-'Monlellltum Tensor 
Poincare-invariant. Hence we can 
er!!;Y-imo'mEmtum tensor 
the definition 
But here the 
T 









--:-.,.-________ .,..--____ tota.l divergeru::e! 
1 . J + 
To see this we rewrite 
. F) . A 















asS:un:lptllon that its 
erll(Y-lmo,mElfitum tensor 
We can still ~""'Y"'J this pvrWP!"lIrm that F is a pure bhrec1tor F and 
F· (F· 
= 
For the vacuum case, 







and thus the Dirac 
the final form of the 
= (J. + 
1 
.1)+ 
J 0, this takes the neat form 








Here it should he noted that in difference to standard $ and ~ are not taken as Ul\.J''''V't:u-
should two different of the same 
to my 
7.4.2 lP1Pllcal"lon of Noether's Theorem and 
We can extract further mtenlstlug information with the 
results here were derived in 
A -~_.~ __ I "".n'.ul1t mtleVenltzeru; transformation is 
for any multivector M. Noether's theorem in the form 
(621) 
75Here'lj> and are not independent of each other: 
+ 
removes the need for this 
Currents 












The scalar Case If M A is a we have 
= 
so that cannot contain a scalar and vector thus 
o 
Since C is in '" and commutes with we have 
and so 
0= = 
We conclude that the l,flj'l'ranm:an solutions of the Dirac eql1at,i0I1, 
=0 . 
The V'"'O:::U'UY,""'''l'''..I. Case l=OifMis we vVJ".,..,,"" as the next case M = i j 
(733) 
= sin {3 
Thus we define the current 
ps = 
and write the result as 
sin (3 
The P-Vector Case If M is a bivector we have with B = -B 
(737) 
= 
From the Dirac eqlla110n 
+ 
which in 

















WewiIl consider the case B (In' Here we have 
(752) 
and so for B = 
1= 
For B (J3 follows with 
o 
=0 
The P-Bivector Case We come now to a discussion of the case B = Here 
o 
so that becomes 
(752) 
For B we have 
~} 
and so the '~~"V".' becomes trivial. For B = 
== 
=0 
This is the UAh'OU"" conservation emtatl!On the Dirac current 
J . J = o . 
The table collects all our results 
7SBoth expressions reverse to 
} => No scalar part. 
minus itself. So they cannot contain a scalar part. 












82 7 FIELD 
7.4.3 The Momentum ,eplreSeJutlltion of the Dirac :-'nlnrH' 
The Fourier ...... ,''"" .. uv A 
we have to 
=J_1' 
Let us assume a constant vector field A. 
the momentum Dirac "',!ll"'"JIVH 
o (736) 
solution of the Dirac is 
prnYln.ov unit j with a lHU""'JfJU,"",",'VH 
vAIf'GW""'uu, which now becomes 
",""on"F. in the Dirac 
from the 
... :J'1, .... ""v Solutions Let us now concentrate on the Dirac without 
O. As discussed in each COlnp,ommt of the 
"''!',U" "lV'''' Thus we as for the scalar the condition 
= 
and define in to 
so that 
Parts In auaHJ'gy to and 
we write the 
} 
In the same way as 
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in the Dirac <>n,,,,n£1,n 
o = 
(773) 
and we so the momentum Dirac en1/.(}.tlwn 





a proper Lorentz-boost 
a dilation: 
and any other multi vector N : 
Solutions 
that N must be even in Thus we choose N = 1, i.e., 
(778) 
For we obtain now 
(455) t (778) 
'Yo = 
This in 
where we used 








is even, we can <.,UJLl ..... UU'C, 
This definition 
SOSince even in V, JP = must be odd. But it reverses to give itself and is thus a pure vector. 
Therefore it cannot be of 3. 















where we a valued O""W'f','_"",nr -1 and is thus 
to excluded. To unite this 
after 
= 
This are the same as in 
Solutions For PfYSI.tnrp " .. ,,,,.. • .,.,,,,, -E < 0 we demand to be 
= = 
so that becomes 
0= 
We obtain thus the same solution as for "".1,~I.J'V'" <O"'"L6,1''''' 
The ... ;11."' .... "''' as Lorentz Boosts Lorentz boost l 
=1 
Further we can rer>re:sertt every Lorentz boost in eXiPOlnelltl,ll form and find in our case 
with 
o and write 
~~f 
= 
; PYo Po +p E+p 












We call Cl 
have the obvious flrt"lnt.rti 
= 
is determined up to a scalar factor 
we can ~L~",~"L,w"n .. 'n"J'_".',a~ it with scalars Cl and C2 as 
= 
<P1 <Po = <PI <PO<po 
<Po and <PI can be seen to be orthonormal with ~~ ... ".~ .. "'U'~Hl"'l"U"" 
We call them "'-'1',""""('""", since for the vector 1'3 
We now define the orthonormal energy states 
= (13 
are normalized in P to 
(782) m E 
m 
The momentum ""'YW"'''l>t,h;.ti(1,n of the wave-function can be written as 
(v) 
85 
where tbe are This is in ag:ree~m!mt with our 
translation of j as a with and shows us that the coefficients 
a rotation around the (13 in the rest-frame. 
So we derive for the wave function 
(801) 

















Products of l.;()ernClelns 





We can write the result in the neat 
If we assume, that the nn,.,r"T.l ,",V'UfJ.'''''' VV'''.lU'F,u,u, ... 'U is 
in hermitian we have further the relations 
7 FIELD 
}. 
to the ""'".a,",,,',, 
} 












84That means independent of the interpretation of we understand 
energy follow from the 
}. 
This always true, 
oc + ta3 [3, but if the 
commute with each other, i.e. when are just complex numbers of the form 














For states of mixed energy we 
3 , where c is any .... vJ.U!-"<OA 
• I 
l"a- + (E' 
3 , where c is anY,",UJlU!-""'''' 
'1 
l"a- + + 











are "AIJH<"'~l V calculated in I.p):leIlUlx C and <.,Ullt::<.,,,t:U in Tahles 4 and 5. 
7.4.6 The .l!inlergy-l11101illelntu Tensor for the Dirac 
The C (733) is and with 
(733) o 
I 1 -it< .. , 
"In -]--  
,
ta
   'U:;'<r"""'"'  t  r  
1 , 
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will be the most but we can also write it 
T 
In Terms of the 11<"' .... "'" ... 








The total Momentum Under use of the \.,,,,,l\.,U',""""U 
7.4.7 








our Fourier in 
A=±B=± 
"<>T,,,r'>TO .ULIUUL"" in 
o 
} 
has to be translated as 
85Note that can be non-zero, since it does not reverse to give minus itself. 
and neg-
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So the square the wave-function becomes 
H 
We so for the total inner 
(769) { 
From we find under use of Table 4 and 5 for A f. B 
= } 
The final result is thus 
= + 
The .. U .... UJL6 of the whole Wave We , thus 
= 




= tJ + 
{
m!)i 
Po } iJ 
We derive so the eXI)llClt r!~prlesentabtion 
(834) (836) 
--"-'----=.~-'--::'-"-
shows us two 
• As or vanish , we have 0, = 0 and thus = 0 or 1[. 
be time de{lendellt 
the oscillation of 
contain the factor 
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7.4.8 The ullu-MonleJlt't:lm Tensor of the Dirac Field 
tensor is 
+ T /\x + /\x= /\r)+T /\x 
We ,nt,ornr<>t 
contribution to the total 
7.5.1 The "'lI..U'U&- ~ ...... ·rtn,n Field 
Given the momentum in terms of the Fourier <>,"",,,,'''',, 
(723) 
P = k 2 
aP1Jlle!G in the standard way. We will not discuss this 
has no further influence. It should be un:; .. " .. ",n,_,", 
create or annihilate a 
of the time commutation relations 
7.5.2 The Dirac Field 





anhiliation nn,PT",T.n1r" of fermions. 
=0 
while becomes an annihilation n"",Q,,<rtrw 
of the quam;lZ1iLtlCID is the 
= 
+ } 
as creation and 
the anticommutation relations 
= 
the anticommutation relation and ne~~le(:tin:g an .. uun"", constant the familiar 
p + t } 













8 on a 
I will derived 
often with a much 
8.1.1 Points on a Manifold 
We treat the a manifold as vectors in a hlg;her-dllro.en:Slo:naJ <;;HJ,U<;;U. ..... 'u;; 
even have infinite dimensions. The this ""Uj'U",,'U.UJ.U!<. 
no further for the LVU.VVVUU:' .... <:aHU'"1"11" 
space to define the subtraction of 
with to chosen coordinates. 
space. 
8.1.2 The covariant Derivative 
The Let be a The ~"'U'F."1'" space in a 
all vectors 
o E with y =xo . 
v.I." .... L,AU,LA Tensor and Fields In this n-dimensional ~",u,!<..;:".l~ space we can choose a 
construct a As defines the whole ""''',6<;;1," 
via 
We call 
All fields on 
0/\ 
a field if it is taIllgeIlt to 
an ""'I",<;;Ul"", since for two 
We will call this the 
The 






.... ""U'lHJ<. in mind that the V"';UUlU"'''ru.ru is nn'l11'.1f'n d,ePEmdent and a n-dimensional linear 
covariant 
we do not have a 
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lnt;ep:ralbility Condition The U'\;'""1'o1"'''''''' condition becomes 
= A 
which is with 0, b E to 
A A A 
b-
Differential of the function on a U«'"UAV''' 
x 
has as its first differential the pf()Je(~tICIn Uj,J'G"a,"'J1 
(853) 
=0- = o· 
The pr~[)Je!ctJ,on nn,'r"tnr can be seen as a tensor Therefore it has as the 
This becomes clearer the consideration 
o· = 
= 
the first term to the 
becomes 




ditterentjal preserves this. That scalars cannot 
and leads for B constant on 
as eXT)eCtea 
)(858)b. =b- -b· 
From we know that is a function. Hence 
for constant multivectors B we derive 
and to~(etJler with the rule 
A A + A 
Further 
+ = 
87We abbreviate here P(M) ~( 
88Here the index does not indicate the pseudoscaJar of the onto which PtA) projects. It indicates 
here the differential the projection operator. This notation was introduced in 
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behaves like a vector in we find 
an 
shows 
so that after 












) = 0 . 
+ 
We conclude tbat for any multivector 
For any we have 
+ 
and thus 
This means ) is ort.nO(lOnaL to the tnfltfll'11t 
=0, 





to the manifold the nr,)n"'rT.V 
ort;nogOllal to the space 





so all information of the derivative wbich are vU"'F,ViUQ. to the manifold and which can thus 
<;1\.£>'<"1;'''', in tensor calculus the derivative of the not be handled in other ap]proacl1les. 
pr()je(~ticm onto the !><m:Re!!!> 
o . 
In the soahce-tmle 
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The Derivative of the Pseudoscalar 
the l<1entl1~y 
the derivative of 12 = I . I I * I ± 1 
0= . I 






Hence the vector derivative of the lJ''':;UUlV''''_'''''''''' is the 
8.1.4 of Inner and Outer Derivative 
Let us now COlrlSl.tler s ;::: 1. The vector derivative the inner 
with lJ""::Ut.,v"'I..,,!,,,! becomes for a n-dimensional V<WJ'5vJCAV space 
This is to the two 
= 
For a scalar field <p we further 
s 
""""5""'" space removes all terms 
8.2.1 Coordinate and Tetrad Basis 
V'l'UI:'lU,Uij,L<:: Basis We call the set of vectors a coordinate basis of if for an 




and leads in to 
(887) 
derivation holds for s 1, i.e., for a vector field HJ, since In A HJ = O. 
91Since vectors have an inverse in our we can understand as follows. 0" is an infinitesimal vector. 
is the associated inverse, is parallel to Ox. 0 and like scalars. Then 
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Tetrad Basis A tetrad 
of each of the UL",UHVIU 
directional derivative each tetrad vector is well aelme:a 
so that the could be O'll"''1ro,,,,,,.11 coordinate 
basis. 
The • .... 'UVUlA.a.u.] condition is OV1" .. """,,>£I 
= 
where the define the ",,:rn»T.HY"p of the coordinates = = ±l. That 
the "'Ll.1J1U'LGU tetrad is seen 
(890J 
Relation between Tetrad and Coordinate Basis A tetrad can be written as a linear 
combination of the way 
; Yv =n . 
Not Tpf:p.,..,.:in to co()rdinates becomes 
= . YIJ.= 
which we call the Fiducial Tensor. Here the , and so are still 
aeI)enaellt on x E so it is a tensor over In each it defines on the manifold a 
•.. ~." ........ ,.., of the tetrad to the coordinate basis. The aa:IOlJIt 
eV = 
with the matrix ",,,,:.HlO;:;H";:) 
Thus his 
= = 
in J;{t:llt:l'.ttl we have 
since the of h are with to the tetrad cornp()nents of fi are with 
"""n"u';' to the coordinate basis We can find a relation Oe1CWE!en , since 
= )) 
and thus 
we thus lU"U.'.l,Y 
93The second relation is derived in the same manner with 
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8.2.2 The Determinant of the Fiducial Tensor 
two the ••• ~." ....... ~,~ 
= 
we know that the ... ~,y" ... ", f between them 





det h= deth , 
=1 
that the determinant does not '-'""I"elilU in any way on the chosen 
coordinate 
8.2.3 The Metric of the Coordinate Basis 
We can now write the metric in terms of h as follows 
(909) 
Uv = 
but on the chosen 
=U 
we see that the metric lowers and raises indices of vector cOlnp,onents 
basis vectors we 
to the coordinate 
Thus the metric transforms the basis vectors to their L"~"IJLV'-"'U ones. We can thus 
as a linear function '-'"","'A";\.I. 
The Determinant of the metric is 
/\ ... /\ = 
A of co()rdlimlte basis vectors becomes 




relations are easy to prove with the help of our algebraic tools. Since the pseudoscalar I is unique, it can be 
expressed in both tetrads in the same way. If the tetrads would differ in handedness we would just get an additional 
minus If both tetrads have the same handedness 
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8.2.4 The covariant in Tetrad lj(]lmlPOlrlelltS 
We are now in the DOtl111lUn to express the covariant vector rlpl·iv~,t.l\rp in tetrad cOlnpoments. 
(852) (895) (898) 
= 
do not ne!ce~i:;anl} commute with since the 
in an orthonormal basis we have to the We can also see this result as 
derivative in order to take care of of our coordinates. This 
is done derivative a new one 
so introduced linear function h This should 
"mmn",."ri to what in 
8.3.1 Tetrad Frames in Flat 
Our tetrad frame should be orthonormal pv",.vwhprt> Thus with the directional derivative ont>r~lT:nr' 
we for any vector a E 
We can express the vector as a linear combination of our tetrad vectors 
... """",,lUUF, this in 
(921 ) 
and we write 
Wa x 'Y'V 
with a bivector Wa the movement of our tetrad in direction a 
= Wa . 'Y'V Wa x 'Y'V 
of the covariant vector riPI"lv:l.thrp into the 1ar:ll!;el:It space is thus 
dlstmj~UI;!1l the directional derivative from the later introduced covariant vector derivative lix , we employ the 
convention directional derivatives have a bar like or 










98 8 DNA 
This for the basis of bivectors 
(919) 
and extends in the same way to the basis of any Therefore we can conclude that for any 
B 
+Wn xB 
where is the differential of our ml)OIletlts, for which we 
~o . 
The """v" .. ",,<;;u vector derivative is 
o . 
scalars commute with all elements of the 
Wn x cP = 0 and so 
we obtain for a scalar field cp 
(928) 
8.3.2 Extension to Curved 
Now we the condition of a flat 
arena. The tetrad frame is now an orthonormal frame detined 
of the manifold. Above considerations are then still 
in terms of the is 
+Wa X 
manifold to be the 
.(I,1J'1'>"",l. space of each 
the covariant derivative of a 
Functions of the covariant derivative to this an eXJ)re:3si<)ll is Un(letllDeld, 
since it is not clear how the wx-term acts on f. But with 
Q. 
results in a ... U1Up' .... 
covariant derivatives do in --_._-_. not "V1UU..U.'". 
= = 1\ 
The commutator of two covariant derivatives becomes 
(934) 
If the a coordinate e.g., in a flat space, 
o 
and hence '1'" = wy " • 
the covariant includes curvature we cannot use it to 
late contractions. Instead we have to use the tetrad derivative U,",'''la,LVl as defined with 












Relation to the Ricci Rotation Coefficients In 
dellDE!d as the of the derivative 
Yoc' = 






a relation to the u ..... ~v,,_ tensor. 
The V\.J'UAlLUU 
We write this in the form 
r 




The UOlnm'uta1~lon UOletti(:lents 
99 
the Ricci-Rotation-
vector Y c in direction 
nOAvp"UF> WOo in the basis 
/\ 
any basis are dellDE!Cl 
/\ e,,) is not a linear of 
/\ =0 
8.3.3 .. ' ... ,~u .. '" Vectors 






·k 0 # = /\ 
cornpl~tit)ilit;y we will call the commutation coefficients y and show the distinction to the tetrad basis vectors 
by the bivector argument. 
is equivalent to the conventional 
99Remember that we can d" and u. 
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From we derive further 
= 1\ kJ 
and thus 
(951) 1 
With we found that the vector derivative of a a bivector. 
8.3.4 Curvature 
Curvature The Jacobi '''''''''"''':1 
x x B+ x X w a + x X Wb =0 
X WaX x x x B 
We use this result to derive the commutatof of two directional derivatives and 




This is the curvature tensor in our SDii.Ce-tlirne "'L5""""" n~presE!ntation. To 
and to allow a, b to be of x, one has to remember 
1 (2~) 





we derive the the curvature tensor 
2 Yi 1\ Yi wra,b] + Wa X Wb 
We conclude U""""'"L'" that fOf a scalar function <I> 
saves us the overdot notation. 
l02In operator notation 
<i> 1\ x<l> 0 . 
for two vectors 
x 
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Matrix Elements the tensor is a hivector linear function 
a bivector the matrix elements as 
* 
of this matrix elements we can 11"""I,."n 
and last both indices. 
in the basis of nnrPl'Tnr" 
1\ = 
(963) 
This can be written as 
1\ 1\ 1\ * 1\ 
8.3.5 
The vaUl"UU'O torsion is OV1""''''''''''>.<1 
for any scalar valued function 




1\ =0 , 
the definition of the covariant 
= 1\ M+ 1\ 
+ 1\ M 
1\ 
we for any 
M 
we see that the 
the inner 
field M we have 
with a constant bivector a 1\ b Fbr a multi vector 
1\ I\M 





1\ 1\ o E 
1\ . c} 1\ 1\ 
.... ..,.,.1:1."'" Tensor 
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became obvious when we identified with as a bivector valued function 











QVTflrn,pn'v in the first index 
o = 
which can be written as 






/\ * /\ 
+ 
The curvature tensor is thus a "VTnTn,ot.Y"1' bivector valued linear LUAl'\.."Lvn, 
* (c /\ /\ * /\ 




8.3.7 Identities of the Curvature Tensor 
up with we can derive a number of useful identities, First we find 
(965) 
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8.3.8 Contractions of the Curvature Tensor 
Given the bivector valued curvature tensor we can define the Ricci Tensor as its first 
A A 
This is a vector valued linear function of a vector ""U~LUU<:;'.l" R is SVln1T~e~:rz as can be seen 
(986) A 
c· 1\ 
To see the relation to the standard index notation we calculate the matrix elements 
IJ.= * A * = 
Since is we find 
but on the other hand 
-0' A =-0' A + 
=R(a) 
Since 0 can be chosen 
o . 
Note that this is true any .~m'n.71"'·I.n." lUll\...;'UU has zero ..... rr'rr".l'Tl 
;rmTr"'I'T1!Tl1T the rucci tensor 
R * * 
We see how the tetrad VV"UJ.'V,"',",U derivative allows a neat index free notation. we can 
express results in the ","""u,"",.u index with reS.pec3t to the 
tetrad.. 




A x A 
we derive the irl~·nt·it.v 
A A = =R . 
=0 =0 =R 
lJi.m.ensiclnllWl;y of the Curvature Tensor All constraints are contained in which 
A~ •• _~.~~ of freedom. 
use the tetrad component derivative to formulate contractions. The distinction from the vector derivative is 











l:S'Pacf~S of constant Curvature Here the curvature tensor takes the 
/\ = Ka/\ b 
The matrix COlnpiDn€illtS are derived 
The rucci tensor associated with 
(986) 
/\ 
For the rucci scalar follows with 
R (992) 
Kle;t' eo: 
e ..... · eo: 
becomes so 
/\ K 





Parallel We say a vector a is transfered in direction if 
o . 
That means for an "observer" 
to him. 
in ,",UvvYAVH b, the vector a does not cn.an!~e its direction relative 
Parallel Transfer around a closed If we transfer a vector v the infinitesimal vector 




db and then in the same 
way 
+v 





The differien<:e of and VIII is thus 
-db ' 
(956) 
Geodesics We call a geoa.eSllC vector if 
= 
in direction a, the vector 
We a normalized I'O""uu."""'.,,, 
o . 
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(1008) (1006) { 
and thus )Hl.Ii:LU.,~U l!eI)dElSic vector field. 
with a one-dimensional curve, 
This curve we call Thus we can 
write each !!:e()UElSIC as 
so that the ge()dl~SlC vector field is 
A the manifold 
one-dimensional curve Q 
the , we can nll.1rl'l.I1n1'lt:en 
Geodesic Deviation Let us consider a of where IX is a paLi:j,l:neL~L 
the of the them. The "aAJ'F.\OA'~ 
vector 
v 
is transfered the ge()dElSIC 106 
o 
We define further the ,",VAl'''''''' vector between n"'''Y'~''' 5 cu"""o"...,,,, 
w 
Two labeled IX and IX + doc. can be seen a..<; wdoc.. The rule 
== }. = 
Since tbe scalar commute 
= = 
tbis to 
(1016) (1017) (1014 ) (956) 
1\ ·V 
This reveals the 1t::J''''~.IUll of the curvature to the second derivative with rp<""A ... t to the curve PiiJ.i:LJiH1t:tel 
the curve would be parallel to the geodesics, the labelling of the geodesics could be not a one-to-one mapping. 
l06This is equivalent to 
1. v is tangent to the geodesic and 











Ex:an:lplle of a ~nhp.1·p. ge<)OElSl(:S on a to the 
constant 
A KaAb 
We choose the Jl:e()d€ISIC connection vector in a way, that with the definitions 
We palranletien,le the circles the 
1 = qJT = 
where r is the radius the 
the deviation ';:"i' .. "'.luu 
w·v 0 . 
; at r 
relative to an 
=-Kw 
This is imlPosling the UUlU1U,," wo. 
W= 
In order to have a dimensionless arl~rnel1t cosine we need 
Koc 
o to obtain 
At <p = 0 the both e:eC)de!llCS are at their arP.l>t.,,"'t ll'''T;"nf'p since maximum the cosine is 
reached. since O. Both ge()QeI51CS meet wben 




then both rr(1I",,,,il~O 
K = 1 
= 
must differ an 
Here we can read of one further result. If we K < 0 the solutions to 
:UUUA.Ull<. at <p 0) the solution becomes w = 
this ge(lde~,lCS 
8.S.10 
The Bianchi .U."'::;U"'''.Y 








This is the so-called Bianchi identi1:y in its remarkable 
The contracted Bianchi ....... "AU'H,Y r!>r·t.1Y1la the Bianchi 



























Units For "''''''I-',Ill.-l we use natural we 
c=n=l 
e.g., space and time have the same units. 
8.4.1 Time and 
Let be a curve so 
= 
the """',6""1" to the curve is time-like in Then we 
the proper for which becomes 
=u = 
and we call u the four v",lnl"Uv of the 
8.4.2 The l<:r.", .. 'O'v Momentum Tensor 
The ene~rgy-m()mEmtu tensor T is a yrrlmi~tric"JO, vector valued linear function 
= 
The 1>"""'_.,../1 1IU:7H"UII. conservation is 
Given a vector k we ha e 
·T = 
(952) 1 
Thus the is a conserved current 













- - - ), where 
a vector argu-
note that vectors are frame in{lep~mdent The relation is thus true for every coordinate system. 
lOS Remember the definition where could have a antisymmetric part. But as we have seen with this 
is always a total 










108 8 A 
where u ll is the matter 
as 
with L the we can rewrite 
T + -po. 
Since 1 we ,",v •• """u"" = u and write as 
(1042) 
+ -po. = 
=P,,.(a) 
Sllllpllllc;aLl:on if one compares this with 
J.l p more "'A~'U"'" 
while the pressure is as~,oclat,e<1 
8.4.3 The Einstein Field 
Tensor We the Einstein tensor 
G 
Aocordirlf1,; to the I"()"t.r~ri·prl Ricci lU"'"ull"'y it 
(1~0) 0 , 
while the 
y Ull"", Ol:t of the Ricci tensor The contraction of the Einstein tensor 
·G =R =-R 
The Field "''''lUl,(;,U the Einstein tensor andtheen(Tg~r-rnlOrrlenIGU tensor 
we can formulate the Einstein Field "'Ulla,~.IVH 
G 
when into the 
relation 
T 
In this section we Sb()Wl~d. how a Geometric 
a 
2 
""uu",,,,,,, .. can be ,;,rI"nlr."rI in the treatment 
curved manifolds. We were able to express the connection with neat 
as a commutator with a bivector. The covariant directional 
derivative lead to the curvature for which and identities were discussed. 
nGV <A"'" (leVfllOI)e<1 this to it to With 
"1------.. translate in a direct way . 
• U"'V/J"U'u.".".,,, of coordinates. 
UCI'<OU.U on vectors and not their ,",Ul.ll!-,Ull'Cll',". 











9 as a 
This section is a review of an ffr<.",,·U as a gauge as in 
different notation is are with the same differential ViJ''''40,VV' 
used for the vector derivative and not as in with v. 
show that the demand of gauge invariance of iJV,,..'.VAA and 
rotation transformations leads to modified 
UGI;<"G,Uj<,,'''U' and the gauge fields to be mdepl~nd,ent V""""''''',,:;,,, 
One of them can be identiltied 
rnr,t.ir,n" about gauge invariance and a lead to a GR-like structure, But one 
should note that there is still a remarkable difference. The is rI",."",I,"n<>rI 
space. 
It should be mentioned that 
calculations so easy and clear. 
the geo,metrlC 
9.1.1 The Position """"".u::"" 
If all relations have the form 
for fields and should also hold for 
if f covers the whole space and is LlV""U1l5 
under if 
If the fields do not involve the relation 
rule for the directional derivative tells us 
a· 
(1051) 
this is valid for all a, we after 
and so 
Thus we can define a '·"'.n,r,!> 
makes it to the 
'Ix 
we say that A and B are covariant 
all1;Olllal;l,callj1 fulfilled. But the chain 
=a' 
which anl,folms under as 
which contain the vector derivative in the form will now transform covariant 
under nn,oJr,n ... 
= 
and we define thus the new r":"'nr<,rn1Q 
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9.1.2 The 
We under LU'"Ul,lUJUl:j, if it under a local rotation ~L",''''''~. 
<M',,,honi~" are ''''''''''''15''" orientated we demand the covariance of 
We write 
= 
and consider the action of the derivative a ' on a PO:Sltllon depel[ldl~nt rotation 
Q. + + 
But since R is a 
+ o 




to make the derivative covariant under .V"G"'V"'~, we have to add an extra term. We do 
the re):,lacem,ent 
Q. x 
were n is a pure bivector 'UAJl'-'~'VU, which as 
we derive our directional derivative for covariant which is 
+ x) 
Rotation ..... GI"/'i, .. 
tations aC(~Or'dml£ 
In contrast to covariant 
sided as 
the directional derivative becomes 
Q. 
which transform under ro-
+ 
and hence we the directional derivative which is covariant under rot:at1on.'l. as 
Now the transformation law 
mations. 
112We abbreviate R ~ 
a· 
ensures the covariance under 























not covariant. nr.'Qorul>I"\I,p derivative t.rl'lin"l'tnrm"l now under po;sltllon 
HO' 
and in the same way does 








with the covariant rotation gauge field w, defined 
w 








Since scalars commute 
O' 
P076} 













a scalar valued 
}. 
For later use, we will derive here one more relation. For a vector function we have 
The bivector 
After 
its value under nn,,,lt,,nn 








is not gauge invariant it Ul.:l.U,,= 










112 9 GRAVITY AS A 
9.2.1 The Construction 
In order to derive a gauge invariant a,HGn.',,-Ul<;; to the Dirac we start with the Dirac action 
in form 
s 
and consider the u:"".unu on each to make it gauge invariant. 
The Derivative As dis:cu:ssed the derivative is not gauge invariant. it is 
on a we r..""",·", derivative 
The Volume Element If we define a coordinate frame 
it transforms under displ~Lcements 
= = 
The volume element 
transforms to 
and is thus not invariant under Po.Sltllon transformations. To make it we 
each so that 
:::::: 
Thus our invariant volume element is 
det ) 
The new Action After "'!<:uu;u~ and derivative their covariant 
we derive the covariant action ",,_,",un'« 
s 
(1078) 
9.2.2 The Phase Field 
The action is invariant under a rotation 
We assume now invariance of the action under local of the kind 












9.2 A invariant Dirac Action 113 
we introduce a correction term 
to our action and demand of A to transform under transformations as 
eAH =eA-






is the covariant vector pOi1;enLjlal and rt>.,rp"t>"T." the C"""~A.VU,""~;U" interaction with an PY1Cprln,u 
9.2.3 grllnl:tia.n and 
From the 
c (1098) 




and becomes with 
+ + - 2eAtlrYo 




form ca.n be derived 
replaces the full derivative. 
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the last term on left side to the 
II 
-det 2 
so that we derive as the final result 
IJV'.'U";U out in to what we would have 
invariant! Instead this us but with the 
the left side should be zero in order to derive the minimal """"'IJ""'U 
action. We demand thus 
deth } 0 . 
We will see later that the same arises in order to obtain a trace free 
9.2.4 
are of form 
0= 







be constructed out of 'Y3, i} or with other words A cannot contain 'Yl or 'Y2 
This shows that 'Yl and 'Y2 are in the 
transforms all observables are ~~U~'U~"V'~"J 
tions and UcUlSla;!;IOIIS, 




The commutator of directional the curvature. But 
1\ = 2 
2 
Q. 
we derive a non-covariant 4U''''U'.Y. This follows from the transformation nr()nprr.v 
But this transformation nT"n.,Tt how we have to a covariant 
1\ 
is not a constant vector. Indeed we would need an extra term just 
Nevertheless, since a· 3"f(b} - b· = O. 




LV;l1"' •. ".,,'" 
Observables 
Xlli'lom:ung lU"~~lVl.1~is~'"'H~'~U'nI·toth






a· il,;!l(b)- b· ox!1(a) + 
directly OH'"W",,,L 
n,~ a











9.3 Field .t:J</Ua",AVA,'" 115 
Ricci Tensor and Scalar The bivector valued ~U'_~I"~~ of the Riemann 
tensor. We thus the Ricci tensor 






With this definitions we can construct the Einstein tensor in the usual way 
1 
- "ian. . 
Of this tensors 
the form 
the Ricci scalar is invariant under rotations. 
Here and are the incleDenldeIlt 
we will assume that it contains no 
derivatives of it and n. 
9.3.2 The 
'ha,..ot,,,'ro we assume a 
the matter 
we can the variational 
to derive associated 







and use the 
o 
to obtain for the 
o 
If we the matter enerl~y··mOn!lel!ltl1m tensor 
the "4'.ld.LIVU becomes the ~'''~'~I.,uv of the Einstein 
here 
While in GR the Einstein we derive it here as a 
direct result of the variational to a gauge invariant LJG,F.L<"UI'.Jlo,U of the form 
Further this result is of the choice of the matter But it is 
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9.3.3 The Q-Field .L:J4lu ..... uU 







The .LJU.1Ct-J.../'~5t""'11"''' .:>,ntH.hr ..... is 
x 
x 
constant vectors a and b 
o 
Now we define the m,atl;er-SJ)Ul bivector 
and calculate the derivatives of the 

























9.3 and Field J:!jQUaj;1012S 117 
where we used 






A } = . { A -1) 
and the contraction of the O-field ""-I'UJ'L"VU in a n-dimensional space 
A + 
(1132) 
Thus if we are not in two dimensions we need 
in order to have a tensor with zero contraction. "'A':lA.~LV the condition 
which leads to the minimal Dirac "'Lll''''''''UU: 
































0, it follows 






9.3.4 Curvature in Terms of w 
ASA THEORY 
of this the a-field equBucm 
in we can use to 
/\ 
/\ 
/\ /\ o , 
the field eUlla110n becomes for a constant vector a 
0 
(1142) 
/\ (1~81 /\ + /\ x 
and we 
/\ (1~7J /\ x 
Now 






















9.3 Curvature and Field l!Jqual;iOlls 





From it follows now 
0(1146) A 
and we derive 
0= A )A 








the inner nrr,"n,r't. with a vector c and 
o c· 
A 










This condition also expresses the «unHn<'T.TU of A b). This is seen 
A A 
A 




A = A 
9.3.5 The Tensor 
Lets consider a '-U.''''';U''.'VU(:tl space, ·a=n. 











120 9 A 
and 
A = -bn= 
we have 
. {n 1 faA -bA A 





A ::::;: A + A 












that A A o. 
=0 . 
• <W",,,,,'UU5 contraction in the Einstein field 
tensor does thus not contribute to the trace of the en~arg:V-lnome:nt1Ilm tensor. 
This section gave a short and I.-U."I.I<"'-' 
and rotation gauge invariance 
but in a fiat space. 
It the matter 
be seen as the "'U''''''V''>''"'' 
connection. 
overview of 
fields we constructed a 
tensor 
the gauge The gauge li can 











The aim of this thesis is a of In 1 we 
the structure and established the mathematical tools to be used. Most of the results here 
In 2 we the tools to the easiest uv~,,»u," 
cmnplex unit can be _~~. __ ._~_ 
anSIO'rlIJla.lOltS occur in two and three dimensions. 
3 we discussed the to LV'U-'U.Ul<"J'''»'Ul1'''' Minkowsld space. Here we saw, 
how the Dirac and Pauli as the condition. 
::Se(~ticm 4 of Virtual Work. When we .v.,,~"v the inner 
we an extra term to the 
notation for Hamilton's the 
in 
structure 
~<>r,,,,,,"tr't' .,,15'''.1'''''', that allows this the ideas can 
u.""'JlV"~ become one in this formulation. 
These were standard results. Further we 
This discussion could 
transformation between UUL.!'." • .:;"' ..... 
In the 
discussion of the Dirac 
now becomes the unit bivector of the Further we saw, how "a., L'"'''' 
In the same way, the up and down 
All of this not lead to new 
.LILU"J' - """""5"""6" equal;101lls and Noether's 
This allowed us to 
tensor in a 
structure We were able to construct the -,,-,~,t>~~ 
Ricci tensor and scalar for the Dirac and scalar field. But as was seen with the ~"_'~'!,>U~ 
iti<>ntih, was not satisfied. It would be to examine jJ~",au'~ 
We discussed the scalar and Dirac field eX])llCUl} 
the basis for It remains open to examine a 
relation of l:ie:Ollletn This 
indeed lead to a much 
In Section 8 we looked at curved Ul(lLllU:Ull!tl a 
relations a tetrad basis we translated the con-
ventional tensor treatment into form. Here we used some ideas in 
the of the curvature tensor. We derived a number of identities for the curvature 
the Bianchi and the contracted Bianchi This are of well 
known relations. of the results were derived in 
derivation of the Deviation _-,. ____ ' ___ _ 
In Section 9 we gave a review 
introduced and rotation gauge 

























which we will prove induction. For n is since . 1 O. But if is true for 
n, it follows for n + 1 
n+1 
/\ ... /\ /\ .. /\ 
k=1 
n 






Hence also true for n + 1. is induction for all lUI'!::I",!::L:) n. 
Here I want to the prove for that a set of vectors 
al On 
01 an 




01 On k=1 
01 °n+l 
n+1 
n! /\ ... /\ /\ •. '/\ On+l) 
k=1 
n+l 
= +1 01/\ '/\On+l +n! Ok' ... /\ /\ ... /\ On+l) 










124 B THE H.HJ.LWJ..LIi THE FIELD 
I want to calculation of the four-momentum of the scalar field in terms the 




The fields total four-momentum is obtained the momentum H'-'JllM.LV over the three-
we find so for the )'0 frame 
(719) } 
(699) 
+ + } 
l+ 
Now us consider the over the pure Q):;:--t4ernrlS. Here we have 
} 























We have now the va"it,,,,,.,,::; that I commutes with i thus 






We come now to a discussion of the now contain 




























We first at UPYH>r:", proclUcts Lorentz boosts of the 
• ~~~~~~~ Since contains o and 1, we can UUULC;U""'''';:;.'y '-"JU","""'';:; 
o , 













Table 6: Table of the ~;"o .. o:nt 
with 









Here we have now 
We can now turn our attention to the the 











+m for + 
energy states. It is sufficient 














































The results are v~,."' .... ''''Vu in table 7. 
P oducts 
SOl
























-lC . er3 V't Icl 
Ici i.AJ[c] 









+i.V(cr3}V't [C] - iSJ Ic] 
J the 
!)t 
~ C· c 3o [e)
-C(cr3Iot[el -  
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